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Introduction 

Transfer of ownership of the thing sold is one of the primary obligatio~s of the 

seller in a contract of sale. The seller must have a perfect title over the thing he 

sells. If the seller h as no title, he cannot transfer the ownership of the thing. 

But if he h as a perfect title h e transfers a perfect title via -a contract of sale and 

if his title is def~cti\'e he transfers only a defective title to the buyer. This is 

because accord ing the .principle of Nemo Dat Quod Non Ha bet, no one can 

transfer a title which he/ she himself/herself doesn't have. 

By a contract of sale exactly the title which the seller has over the thing he sold 

is tra nsferred to the buyer. The buyer of the thing will not get any better or 

worse title than which the seller conveyed upon him. Thus, if the sell er sold to 

the buyer a thing which is a lready encumbered by the rights of third parties 
-? 

who have any kind of right over the thing sold, then it is likely that the third 

parties may come and claim the right which they have over the thing. There 

may a lso be the possibility of the buyer being dispor sessed by the third parties 

through judicial proceedings; That means the buyer will be under the fear that -

his title over the thing he bought might be challenged or questioned by other 

persons who a re not party to the contract.' Therefore, there need a mechanism 

for the buyer by which his title over the thing sold to him is guaranteed against 

any form of dispossession by third parties who claim to have right over the 

thing. In other words, the seller must confirm to the buyer that the title which 

he con ferred upon the buyer in respect of the thing which he sold is perfect a nd 

not encumbered by the right of other persons. 

Moreover, the duty of th e seller in a contract of sale in relation to th e thing he 

sells goes beyond the tra nsfer of ownership of the thing. That means the seller 
t-

is expected a lso to deliver a defect frn; thing th a t may be pu t to u se for th e 

purpose envisaged by th e buyer. For example , the buyer might have bought the 

thing for domestic usc or commercial exploi tat ion (to resell it). 1..:2 su ch a case 

lhc buye r wan ts to get the thin g fit for the purpose for whi ch he requ ired it. Th e 



thing must posses s the qualiJ:Xrequired for its normal use or nierchantability . - - '? -use. If the thing sold to the buyer is affected by defects or non-conformity, then 
it cannot serve the 12ur o~e for which it was bought. The~efore the seller is , 
under a legal duty to ensure to the buyer that the thing h e sold is not affected 
by defects and conforms to the contract. 

Therefore, in order to protect th e right or. the buy..er over th e th ing he bou ght 
from disposse.ssion by third parties and gyarantee to the bu er th at the th ing 
sold to him possesses the Quali ties reguired for its normal, particular and 
commercial us..e, the 1960 Civil Code of Ethiopia introduced into our legal -"- ----
system the concept of warranty as an obligation of seller which we find in 
Articles 228 1 and following . Th is writer has also analyzed these provis ions of --=-.. 

the civIl code which deal with the warranty obligations of the seller in a contract 
of sale with particular emphasis to the remedies availa ble to the buyer up on 
breach of warranty by the seller. Thus, this research paper is divided into three 
broad chapters. 

CHAPTER ONE: deals with the meanmg, nature ami classificatiop. of the 
concepC ' ''warranty' in general terms and particularly the 
concept of the notion under Ethiopian legal system. 

CHAPTER TWO: deals with the various forms of warranties recognized in the 
civil code as a duty which are independently imposed by law 
on the seller by- an act which is completely outside the 
agreem ent of the parties. These a re: warra n ty against 
dispossession, defect and non-conformi ty . 

CHAPTER THREE: is the central section where the writer's critical analysis of 
the warranty obligation of the seller is emphasized . It deals 
with the remedies available to the buyer where the seller is 
found to be in breach of the warranty obliga tion imposed up 
on him by law. 

II 



Objective of the paper: - is to show hO!N the seller of goods is legally bound 

under Ethiopian law to warrant the buyer that the title he transferred to the 

buyer in respect of the thing he sold is perfect and that the thing is free from 

defects and conforms to the contract. It is also to s ignify the remedies to which 

the buyer may resort to incase of breach of warranty and the stringent 

procedures through which he may exercise his right. 

Methodology of the Research: The research paper is based on the critical 

analysis of some court cases, which are exhaustively assessed to show how the 

seller warrants the buyer against dispossession, defect and non-conformity and 

how buyers resort to the remedies available for them upon breach of warranty. 

Finally the research paper ends with summary conclusions, which briefly 

summarize statements of the problem and recommendations forwarded by the 

writer to solve some of the problems. 

III 
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Chapter One 

1. Warranties In General 

1.1 Nature of Warranties 

~The pm-pose of sale is to pass title to personal property for a price' l If the seller 

does not have the title, then there is no sale or a contract to selL because all that is 
.!"_ -..r-

transfelTed is possession. Exceptionally, however, a thing belonging to a third . 
• 

paJty may be sold. If the title is transfeJTed but not for a PQce, the transaction 

becomes a gift;,not sale. 

All of the elements essential to a valid and enforceable general contracts are like 

wise essential to a contract to s6tle..- Also, the rules of interpretatio!1 and 

perfOlmance of general contracts apply to contract of saly What makes the 

contract of sale different from the subjects of general contracts is the existence of 

celtain additional aspects peculiar to sales and contract to sMk which are not 

covered in the study of ge!1eral contrilcts. One of the major additional matters 

peculiar to the contract of sale is the concept of walTanties '2 / 

------

-'"When negotiating a contract paJties tend to make all kinds of statements. Such 

statements when em bodied into the agreement of sale itself constitute terms and 

stipulations of the contract'3 Tenus of the contract of sale aJ·e nOlmally classified 

into conditions and waJTanties '4. A condition goes to the root of the contract. It is a --. 

'/:1 telm which goes so directly to the substance of the contract or, in other ~ords, i~ 
/ 

so essential to the velY nature of the contract that its non-perfOlmance may fairly 

be regarded by the other paJty as a substantial failure to perfonll the c~ntract at 

all '5 A waJTanty is a telm, which though it must be perfOlmed is not so vital that a 
".....-.---- ~ 

failm-e to perfOlm it goes to the substance of the contract'6 
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Wananties are often thought of and described as some sort of co~ral 

undertakings relating to a contract of sale *7 That meallS for the existence of eveIY 

wananty there must be a v:alid sale contract the pWllose of which is the transfer of 

title to personal property. WaITanty is an incident to a contract of sale and assumes 

or necessarily implies the existence of the same. It cannot exist without a contract 

of sale. Even though it is not an essential element of a sale contract, it is dependent 

on a contract of sale and hence there can be no warranty without a valid sale 

contract. 

Seller's waITanty obligation may either be promissOIY in natme or independently 

imposed by lawp rom the Americans and common-law legal system perspective, 

waITanty seems to have a _promissOIY nature than it seems a creation of the law. 

PromissOIY wananty is strictly contractual in nature depending on the actual tenns 

of the seller's express or implied Pt9mises. It is a collateral contract incident to a 

contract to sell or sale of goods . The seller, in cOfmection with the contract of sale, 

promises to be answerable for "ce~ain" indicated matters relating to the goods 

sold. The word_ "certain" implies that the seller is not responsib e or each and 

· eveIY bit of matters relating to the thing sold. According to AI1icle 2273 (2) of the 
- -=-

Ethiopian Civil Code, he shall wanant the buyer only against ceI1ain matkIs in the 
~ ------

thingj hat are wanantable. 

However, the term ~aITan(y is broader than the ordinaIY word ''promise''. The 

WaITanty obligation is not necessaI'ily contractual in natme. It may also be in ---
whole or in paI1 a duty independently imposed by law for reasons of supposed 

social ad~ges *9 That is the case also under ow:J.e ruy..stfJJl where_warran1y/ as 

aIJ...QQligation is lLcLeatiQILofJ:h..eJaW_thaILan...agr.e.ement to be detelwined by" the 

him of the aI1ies to the conh·act. ThisJ ! .. IlPJieL~h~K!he.Qill1ies stand,to..w.ards 

other either in the relation of sellers and buyers of goods or in analogous relations. 

2 



In both kinds of wananties the seller wanants that the title conveyed shall be good ,-

and its transfer rightful; and that the goods shall be delivered free fi-om any 

security interests or other lien OF encumbrances of which the buyer at the time of 

contracting has no knOwledr The seller is under an obligation to make the buyer 

owner" To this effect the cOITesponding legal provision under AIticie 22810f the 

Ethiopian Civil Code provides that the seller shall take the necessary steps for 

transfelTing to the buyer unassailable lights (of ownership) over the thing sold" He 

shall also guarantee to the buyer as well as quiet possession for both sales of 

movables and immovables' lo He shall waITant the buyer against any total or 

paltial disposs,,-~s ion , which he might suffer in consequence of a third palty 

exercising a right he enjoyed at the time of the contract'lI As a result, if the buyer 

did not get the title for which he had contracted he has the right not only to claim 

daIllages, but also to refuse to be bound by the telms of the conb"act on the ground 

that the seller had not given him complete " dominium" or on the ground that the 

seller had no right to convey the 'res' '/2 

As a WaiTanty is an agreement fOiming PaIt of the conb"act, it follows that 

antecedent representations made by the se ller as an " inducement to the buyer," to 

purchase the goods, but not fo rming PaIt of the conb"act when concluded al"e not 

waITanties" Indeed, it does not necessal"ily, mean that the representation, in order to 

constitute a WaITanty'13, should be simultaneous with the conclusion of the -- " 
conb"act of sale, bot only that it should be made during the 'course of the baI"gain 

which leads to the conb"act of saJe and should enter into the conb"act as PaIt of it'I4 

~ver, a ~aITaIlty ~ven after a sale has been mad,e Glfh)nless some new 

considerations be given for it. The consideration already given is exhauste? by tlle 

b"ansfer of propelty right in the goods without a waITanty and theI'e is nothing to 

support the subsequent WaITaIlty unJess a new consideration be given for it'I5 

3 
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No special fOim of words is necessmy to create a wmTanty" Just m1 affirmation 

made by the seller at the time of the contract of sale is a WmT3l1ty provided it 

appem"s on evidence that both pmties have the intention to consider it as a 

wananty' I6 There is 311 intention to waIT~t on the pmt of the se ller when he 
J 

assnmes to assert a fact of which the buyer. has no knowiedge' I7 This intention is 

a question of fact for cowt s to be inferred from the natme of the sale 3l1d the 

" f 1 " I ' 18 crrcnmst3l1ces 0 tIe pmtrcu ar case " 

There is no doubt that one may WmT3l1t a futme event. However, a general 
""'7 - -""--

W3lTm1ty does not extend to defects appm"ent on simple inspection, requiring no 

skill to discover them, nor to defects wllich m"e known to the buyer' I9 On this 

point, Articl e 2296 (1) of our civil code provides that the seller shall not be liable 

on WmT3l1ty against defects, whi ch are so obvious that the buyer could overlook 

them except as a result of hi~" Also, per Article 2295 (1 ) of the 

same, the se ller shall not be liable on his WmT3l1ty against defects where he C3l1 " 

prove that the buyer know of the defects at the time of the contract. 

. As we m"e going to see in section 1.3 of this chapter, wmT3l1ties m"e classified as 

express or impliffi. Whether they be express or implied, should be construed as 

consistent with each other 3l1d as cwnulati ve" But if such construction is 

unreasonable, the intention of the pmties shall detelmine which wmTanty shall be 

domin3l1t' 2o And once the buyer has proved that he is within the telms of the 

Wan"m1ty, there is no escape whatsoever for the seller*21" That me3l1S the sellers is 
--..::::~ 

obliged to perfOim hi s obligation". This is because in both express mId implied 

wmT3l1ties the pWJJose is pri marily for the benefi t an.d...w:.otection of the buy..e.r.'22 

And in either case, the relati ons bet"veen the p_mties3I"ise from the cgntract of sa~e 

itself mId m"e not based on what is known a?_ t~r any other theOlY unrelated to 

the contract ' 23 

4 
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1.2 Definition of Warranty 

The telm 'warranty' has been described as one of the most ill used expressions in 

the legal dictionalY *24 . It has been used in many Valying senses to cover many 

divergent meanings *25 Even in connection with the law of sales of goods shallJly 

divergent meanings have been attached to it'26. Therefore, in this section we will 

uy to see the meaning of walTanty in different legal systems and then finally 

discuss the meaning of the notion under the Ethiopian legal context. 

The Sale of Goods Act of 1979 in its section 61(1) defmed the telm WalTanty, in 
-~. 

its most technical sense, as: 

"an agreement with reference to goods, which al·e the subject of contract of 

sale but collateral to the main pWlJose of such contract, the breach of which ........... 
gives rise to a claim for damages, but not to a right to reject the goods and 

" ..... . , . , 

u·eat the contract as repudiated" . 

According to this defmition, walTanty is not a telm, which is somehow outside the 

conu·act of sale; it is in fact a telm of the conu·act. But it is considered as a less 

serious telm of the contract either intrinsically or by agreement, which is only 

collateral to the main pWlJose of the conu·act. It is a telm of the conu·act the breach 

of which by one party does not entitle the otlJer palty to u·eat his obligation as 

discharged . In case of breach, the innocent party may claim damages but must still 

perfOlm his Pal"! of the bal·gain. The injmed palty can generally set up the damages 

to which he is entitled by reason of breach of WalTallty in diminution or extinction 

of the price. 

SWlJrising!y enough, the conception of wananty according to the above defmiti on , 
. . 

will n)2Lgi,ve the buyer the right to reject the goods alld Callce! the contract 
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whenever the seller breaches hi s obligation of wananty. Rather the only remedy 

the buyer has in accordance with this definition is to claim damages for the breach. 

Also, Wananty has been defmed as: -

" a statement or representation made by the seller of goods, 

contemporaneously with and as part of, the contract of sale ..... by which he 

promises or wldeltakes to insw'e or guarantee that celtain facts are as he 
' 27 then represents them ." 

This definition is taken from the common law legal system. As can be seen fi'om 

the definition, walTanty is defined in a maJmer that is based on the sole discretion 

of the seller. It seems a solenm promise of the seller rather than it to be an 

emanation from the law. Thns it doesn't seem to have a force of law that aJ'ises 

fi'om the very existence of the contract of sale. As evidenced from the readings of 

the definition, it is a declaration or a promise made by the seller that celtain facts 

me as he then utters. All these imply that Wfl1l'anty is not aJl implied obligation that 

exists by virtue of a contract of sale but it exists only where there exists a promise 

to this effect. More or less, the defmition of waJTanty in this latter case is similaJ' to 

the one we have seen previously. In both cases, the inclusion of waJTanty in a 

contract of sale is based on the agreement of the paJties based on the consent of 

the seller. Hence, both definitions signify a contractual natme of waITanties than it 

seems a creation of the Jaw. 

1.2.1 The concept of Warranty in Ethiopian 

Legal System 

On the whole, the above two definitions of WaJTaJlty contradict with om civil code 

conception of wanaJlty. The reason for this is that according to the <lefinitions, 

waJTanty is created solely by the consent of the seller aJld he is WIder no legal duty 

6 



to waITant the buyer against certain defined matters relating to the thing he sells. 

The seller promises by his free will to guarantee to the buyer that the thing he sells 

is as he described them in the contract. Therefore, wananty in accordance with the 

two definitions have a contractual character which is based on the agreement of 

the parties rather than a creation of the law . 

. On top of this, pursuant to the previous definitions, it is not possible for the buyer 

to reject the thing sold to him and cancel the contract for , breach of wananty. The 

buyer can only claim damages for the breach. Whatever may be the kind of 

wananty, however, caI.J£illation is pelmitted in our legal system depending on 

celiain circumstances whenever there is a breach of the same. Let us have a look 

to Atiicles 2282 and 2287 of our civil code in order to grasp the concept of the 
----- <0--., 

notion under Ethiopian legal context. Atiicle 2282 proceeds as follows: 

e. "The seller Shall w~t the buyer against any total or paIiial dispossession 
1 

which he might suffer in consequen.ce of a third Pa1iy exercising a right he 

enjoyed at the time of the contract." 

SimilaI'ly 'Atiicle 2287 flow s as: 

" The seller Shall ~ to the buyer that the thing sold confOims to the 

contract and is not affected by defects" (Emphasis is added in the two 

Atticles) 

In the above two quoted aIticies of our civil e~e, we observe a mandatory modal 

verb "Shall" showing that the wananty to e given by the seller against 

dispossession, defect and non-confOimity is an ob igation imposed by law on the - ~ 
. seller rather than it be a fluit of the agreement of the parties. In accordance with 

our law, therefore, WanaIlty as a right to the buyer and as an obligation to the 

7 
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seller has a force of law. Because wlder this pode the seller is legally bound to 

wan-ant the buyer from being dispossessed; and guarantee to the buyer that the 
''If"' 

thing he sells conforms to the contract and is not affected by defects. (J \,A '\ 

In principle, thi s obligati on of the se ller is always there by virtue of a contract of 

sale. However, the parties are allowed by law to exclude or restrict the wananty 

due from the sell e.J.:. Even in such an exception the provisions which exclude or 
"' ~v~T 

restrict the wammty obligation of the seller shall be constmed st:rictl)L in a marmer 

that does not prejudice the right of the buyer to claim the retum of the price in case 

he is dispossessed or the th ing is affected by defects or non"confOlmi ty. There is 

also a situati on where the provision which the patties included in their contract to 

exclude or restrict the wananty due fi·om the seller shaH be of no effect. This is 

where the seller has fi·audulently concealed fi·om the buyer the defects in the thing. 

Thus, in Etjliopian k gal context wan-anty as an obligation is a creation of the law 

than an agreement to be detetmmed by the whim of the patties to the contract. The 

concept is not defm ed in the fashion it is understood in the common legal systems l 

( 

It is a right the buyer has over the seller in a contract of sale. ' And failure to 

perfOlm this obligation by the seller results in not onl)0he.-t~ght-t(:)-&Ia.itn...darnages/ 

is.by th~uyer but also the right to cancel the contract as a w~ole.v 

1.3 Classification of Warranties 

1.3.1 Express Warranties 

Wan-anty may be express or impli ed. Express WatTanty may be created in one of ---the following three wa}!s. Firstfy, it is created when · the seller tliakes any 
~ - - --

affiImation of fact to the buyer with respect to the thing to be sold that it shall - ~ - . 

conform to the contract and is not affected by defects 'n The intention of the seller 

in making this affmnation should be to make the buyer rely on such affumation ; n 

8 



pmchasing the thing. Secondly, any description conceming the thing sold made by 
\...-- - , 

the seller which constitutes patt of the principal obligation of the contract will also 

create an express warranty that the · thing shall confotm to the description '29 

~ly, the seller may also produce ~~to guarantee to the buyer 

that the whole of the goods sold confOlm to the sample or mode(30 

In all of the three ways of creating an express warranty, it is not mandatOlY that 

the seller use fOlm al words such as "warrant" or "guarantee!' in order to 

constitute an express warranty. Just a simple representation or affilmation with 

respect to the thing sold may be given by the seller in such telms atld under such 

circumstances as to create an express wan·anty. However, this does not mean that 

a mere affilmation of the value of the goods or a statement purpOtting to be the 

seller's opinion constitutes an express wananty, What is more, the fact that a 

stipulation ill a contract of sale is specifically called a "warranty" ~g_e:.s ~ot of itself 

make the stipulation so referred a watTanty., 

Generally speaking, ill order to constitute an express wananty there must be either 

an express undertaking to WatTant or, if representations are to be made to create 

the walTanty, they must be made in such a clear manner as to enable the buyer to 

understand that the seller intended to be bound by his wananty as prut of the 

contract of sale and the buyer must have purchased that goods in reliance on the 

walTanty. The natural tendency of the affilmation or promise made by the seller 

must be to induce the buyer to pmchase the goods. 

Under the Unifonn Sales Act also it is provided that "any affinnation or any 

promise by the seller relating to the goods is an express walTanty if the natural 

tendency of the affirmation or promise is to il1Puce the buyer to pmchase the 
G 

goods relying thereon." 
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1.3.2Imp/ied Warranties 
, 

'i.~ 
'\: f~1,. 

I 
Implied walTanties are created by operation of the--1aw..ancLth.~y- do not arise from ~ 

any agreement of the paIties, but they will not be created contrary to the manjfest , 
intention of the paJties '3 1 They aJ·e not one of the contractual elements of an 

agreement of sale. They are created independently of the actual contract. They are 

not one of the essentials to be stated in the contract nor does their application or 

effective existence depend on the affIrmative intention of the parties. They are 

imposed bylaw because of the acts of the paJties. They aJ·e obligations, wruch the 

law raises upon principles which aJ·e foreign to the actual conh·act. But once aJl 

implied waJTanty comes Ulto exjstence by reason of a conh·act of sale, the law 

conceives of such a walTanty as being a telm of the conh·act based on the 

I?resumed intention of the paJties '32 

Implied waJTanties aJ·e to be consh·ued in connection with the express stipulations 

of the sale agreement. ' 33They are implied according to the presumed intention of 

the paJ·ties. '34 They will not be implied in conflict witll the express telms of the 

sale agreement, or contralY to the manifest pill·poses of the paJties. Moreover, the 

fact that tile conh·act of sale is made Ul writulg does not necessarily exclude 

waJTanties unplied by law. 

In the UnifOIm Sales Act also it is provided that implied wananties aJ·e imposed 

by operation of the law and, wlless specifically negatived, become PaJt of the 

conh·act of sale by viltue of the law. '35 In many counh·ies, laws have been 

providing that celtaiJl waJTanties are implied in the sales of celtain commodities, 

or in cases of sales under certaul circumstances. In our I~too, waJTanties aJ·e , 
created by operation of the law and they are iJnplied into the conh·act of sale by the 

mere fact of the existence of the sale conh·act. The seller is legally bound to 

walTaJlt the buyer against any total or paltial dispossessions of the thing sold to , 
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him. He is also to guarantee to the buyer that the thing sold confOlms to the 

contract and is not affected by defects. This is a law-emanating warranty, which is 

imposed on the seller on evelY contract of sale. It is not subject to the contractual 

agreement of the parties. 

Ordinru'ily, however, there is no implied wruTanty when a contract of sale contains 

a provision that the buyer takes the tiling in the conditio~ in which it is or in other 

words "a;!.J!.". 36 The parties may by their mutual agreement set aside or put a 

limitation to the wruTanty obligation imposed on the seller b~w. For instance, 

under om law, pmsuant t to Article 2294 of the Civil Code, the wrumnty 

obligation of the seller may be limited by agreement of the pruties to celtain 

qualities or the good working condition of the thing sold only dming a specified 

period of time. 
r 

No WjlD:anty is implied where there is rul express walTanty relating to the srune 

matter. On the other hand, if the express walTanty does not relate to the matter 
r--

guru'anteed by the implied walTanty, but relates to another matter as to which the 

contract is silent, both kinds of warrrulties (express ruld implied) may exist under 

the same contract. 

WruTanty as regru'ds title to the goods may be implied in a contract of sale. The 

Ethiopian civil law provides for three distinct wruTrulties as regru'ds implied 
., -

wrumy,.of "t,-;(mpii'.d wru,mty Qm, right 10 ,,~ ", j,'tl c . 

( :} mPlied wruTanty of quiet possession by the buyer *38 

) Implied wruTanty against undeclru'ed or unknown 

encwnbrances by third parties. * 39 , 

11 



Conceming implied wananty of the righuCLSclI, AIiicle 2281 of our Civil Code 

provides that the seller shall take the necessmy steps for transfening to the buyer 

unassailable rights over the thing, Equivalently, section 12(1) of the Sale of Goods 

Act also provides that there is an implied walTanty on the pmi of the seller that in 

, the case of a sale he has a right to sell the goods, and in the case of an agreement 

for the furore sale of the goods he will have such right at the time when the 

propeliy is to pass 40. It is clem' that th~ main PUI1J,9se and effect of t~e 

provisions is to require the seller to transfer the prop-eliy right or title to the goods 

to the buyer. 

<£ Plainly enough, if the seller is himself the owner, and no body else has any claims 

on the goods, the seller's propeliy right in the goods will pass to the buyer under 

the contract. However, if the seller has no right to h'ansfer the propeliy to the 

buyer, he will be in breach of the provisions. 

-* The above provision will be broken if, for example, the seller had stolen the 

goods. They can also be broken if the seller is completely innocent but where he 

himself had bought the thing in good faith from some one who could pass no title 

to him. In such siroations the buyer has the right to return the goods to the seller 

and to recover the full price which he had paid for them. This is so even where the 

buyer has had the use of the g"iJi)(fsfor some time so that they have depreciated in 
*41 value. 

But AI-ticle 2281 of the Civil Code does not require that the seller should himself 

be owner of the goods, or even that he should acquire a title to the goods before -- .,,,. 
h'ansfening them to the buyer. This is because a conh'act of sale can pelfectly well 

be perfOImed by a seller who never has title over the thing he sells at any time by 

causi~ a third pmiy to h'ansfer it directly to the buyer. *42 

12 



There are exceptional situations in which a seller may not have the power to 

confer unassailable title on the buyer. For instance, a debtor who sells goods, 

which are under an order of atti!£bment, but not yet physically removed £i'om 

possession of the debtor, has a right to sell them (at least until they are sold by 

public auction) but he sells them subject to the executor's right. '43 Thus he is 

unable to confer unassailable title on the buyer free £i'om the creditor's claims. 
-' 

~ implied wan'anty of title under our civil code is not confined only to the seller's 

right to sell. Pursuant to Aliide 2282 of the code, he shall also guarantee to the 

buyer that the buyer shall have and enjoy quiet possession of the goods sold to him 

as against any lawful claims existing at the time of the sale. This wananty is not 

broken unless and until a disturbance occurs on the possession of the buyer*44 

The other implied wananty of title is that the goods shall be £i'ee at the time of the 

sale from any charge of encumbrances in favour of any third person not declared 

or known to the buyer before or at the time of the contract. ' 45 This wananty is not 

that the goods are £i'ee from undisclosed encumbrances, but that the goods shall be 
' 46 £i'ee £i'om them .• Ihal means the seller wanants the buyer that the buyer's 

possession shall not be disturbed by reason of the existence of such encumbrance. 

- ----v .. A breach of such warranty will occur when the buyer discharges the amount of the 

encumbrances. '47 When the seller wanants the buyer against dispossession, if 

there is a better title in another person, and the buyer is dispossessed, the W31Tanty 

is broken. '48 

, It seems that this W31T311ty would protect the buyer against a wrongful distmbance 

of his possession by the seller himself. ' 49 Where the disturbance of the buyer's 

possession is by a third p31iy exercising a right he enjoyed at the time of the 

contract, the buyer may be entitled to treat this disturbance as the responsibility of 

the seller; provided that, it is as a result of any act or defaults of the seller that the 

13 



third party with whom the seller is in contractual relations assel1s an encumbrance 

or lien on the goods. *50 

There is also an implied w3JTanty as to the quality of the thing sold or its fitness .--
for 31ly parti cul31· purpose under a contract of sale. AI1icles 2287 cumulative 2289 

of the Ethiopian Civil Code provide that the seller shall gU31·antee to the buyer that 
/ 

the thing sold possesses the quali ty required for its nOlmal use or commercial 

exploitation; or that it possesses the quality required for its p311i cular use or 

specifications provided in the contract where the buyer purchased the goods for 

conun ercial exploitation, he has a right to expect a saleable goods which fit to the 

description in the contract. *;1 In this case there is always an implied W31Tanty that 

the goods supplied under the contract shall be of merchantable quality. *52 Goods 

of any kind 31·e of m~·chantable quali ty when they 31·e as fit for the purpose(s) for 

w~ch goods of that kind are commonly bought. 

, The buyer may also make known to dIe se ller the p311icular purpose for which he 

W31lts the goods. In such a case, there is 311 impli ed W31Tanty that the goods 

supplied WIder the contract shall reasonably be fit for such purpose. *53 A 

p311icular purpose is, in fact, the pWlJose expressly or impliedly communicated to 

the seller for which the buyer buys the goods. "54 Where the pWlJose is the one for 

which any one would require the goods, there is no need to specify in telms the 

p311icular pWlJose for which the buyer requires the goods. "55 But where the thing 

sold is capable of being applied to it v31·iety of pWlJoses, the buyer must 

p311icul31·ize the specific purpose for which he requires the goods. 

Finally, when the buyer has required no w31Tanty as reg31·ds the quality or fitn ess 

of the thing sold, he takes the risk of quality upon himself, and has no remedy if he 

chose to rely on the bare representation of the seller. 

14 
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CHAPTER TWO 
2 Various Forms of Warranties Recognized By The Civil Code 

2.1 Dispossession In General 
\ 

Dispossession is a wider denotation that can possibly be made lawfully 
through the order of court or b force throu h unlawfu~EJThat 
means the acts of dispossession can be performed not only by persons 
who claim" to have a right over the thing but also by persoIJ-s who do not 
have any right over the thing. Thus" it will be more apprqpriate h ere to 
define what dispossession '~ll about because it is not defined in our 
civil code except mere usage of the term. Hence, 

"dispossession is _ the _ action of dispossessing; or 
~ - -

fact of being dispossessed; ~rivation or ejection 
from posse1?sion ... ; 1 or to dispossess means to put 
out of possessi9n... or dispossess a ma n of his 
goods and ch attels; to strip of possession ... to put 
out of occupancy; eject; oust; to drive out of; to 
free from possession ... "2 

It may also b e defined oth erwise : 

" Dispossession is the act of ousting or removing I I 

one from possession of property previously held by 
him which may be tortious and unlawful incase of 
forcible amotion or by the h elp of judicial 

_poeceeding i.e by the order of court. "3 

As eviden ced by the latter definition , dispossession can be lawful or 
unlawful depending on the status of the dispossessor before the 
law. Here in this chapter, the author is concerned mainly 'with tb.e 

, , j. 
\)- I 

I ~ 

\ ~\ \ \ 1J . " 
,\yx ---
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" 
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former form of dispossession i.e the lawful dispossession. Because , 

the · seller is only responsible for the form of dispossession that 

. comes as a result of.,jlld~iaJ proceeding. 4 

,. The Ethiopian Civil Code recognizes two 

-' J t ~o.J. , I ""c. . 
) u. u-~-ro C!.. " "",,- I, I . 

forms of warranty as a 

mechanism to protect the buyer from being dispossessed. These 

are: 

tJJ the warranty given by the seller to the buyer by virtue of the law 

which is found in clear terms under Article 2282 of the Civil Code; 

and 
I 

(J) the warranty provided by law to protect the good faith acquirer of 

a, corporeal chattel from being dispossesseQ. by third p a rties which 

is found under Article 1161 of our civil code. ' 
- ELZIIIIf 

Both of them are similar in that their very purpose IS to protect 

persons who claim to have a right over a thing from being 

dispossessed by third parties . As it would be beyond the scope of 

this paper to discuss the two kinds of warranties, the prime 

interest of this writer is limited to discus only the first form of 

warranty due from the seller by virtue of the contract of sale and 

the law. 

2.2 Warranty Against Dispossession By Virtue of TiJ,e Law 

One of the most important and basic obligations of seller is to 
. """"-

~aI!sfer ,valid ownershiIiUG the hwery J t is the primary object of a 

contract of sale that the seller undertakes to deliver a thing and 
~ 

t~nsfer its ownership to the bu yer. When we say transfer of 

ownership the transferer mus t be the owner of the thing. That 

means for the seller to transfer ownership of the thing, he must 

18 



own the thing because according to the common law maxim" Nemo 

Dat Quod Non Habet", no one can transfer a right he /she 

himself/herself doesn't own. 0ll.e can only assign a right he / 
..-=0 

hirriself ha s If one doesn't have the title, then no right of ownership , 
. to be transferred by contracYIf~s.elkLb.~p...e.r.fect title then he 

transfers a perfect title Zd if his title is defective he transfers 

defective titl>.....-There is no transfer of valid ownership unless the 

seller has ownership title. 
~' 

Unlike acquisition, III al?,§ignment or tr~n~ 0::vnership the 

transferee will not get a ny better title or wors'e title thart, what the , 

'lssignor had before transferring his title-:- In case Of acqlljsition , 
,. ..... .. .. - "'< 

powever, !pings are totally different . Here , there is a chance for the 
. . 

aus£ ee to get a better title than the tran because of ood 

f~For example, if the. buyer purchased the thing from a uVef ip. 

good faith he absolutely becomes an owner of the thing through the 

operation of the. l~.~ The law protects good faith acquirers to 

become owner of the thing evegthough the transferer who 

-----transferred the thing to them h ad a defective title. It is the law and 

not the seller which makes g0s>dfaith acquirers an owner of the 

thing. The seller (in our example the thief) cannot transfer 

ownership title . to · the good faith purchaser because he himself 

doesn't have the ownership title/ The law plays the role of ~be seller 

in bestowing title on the good faith buyer. Therefore, the" Nemo 

Dat Quod Non Habet" principle doesn't apply in cases of 

acquisition. 
~~ 

, ,I.' 1, 
\ ' 

J 
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Nevertheless in transfer of ownership by a contract d£ sale, the 
seller must have a good title6 . He should h<U':e a perfect title to ./"' 

transfer the o~'llership right in the property to the purcha&er7 The , , 
ruain question is what a good title is "A ood title exists when the 
seller' shows that he alone or with the concurrence of some person 
~ersons---WhQSJ concurrence he can re }.l-i,]:~, ca~nvey to the 

. purchaser the whole legal estate and equitable interesL o the thing 
s_old."B To this effect, the corresponding provision in our civil code - - - -- -=--..:--...... 
~.!ates tha:L'.'the_seller shall take the necessary steps for transferring 
tp the buyer up.assailable right over the thing." 9 The seller is 
~ound to transfer ~fecbnd abi?olute right a right that cannot 
Qe defeated . questioned or disputed 10 over the thing sold to the , . 
buyer. The reason for this is that the buyer is supposed Ito have a 
\r~e~e~r~i~~~~~~~~~_ ownership r ight 1S , 
~~ia a contract of salc . ,/ 

L.---.'. - /' 

Now, it needs some kind of ela boration to know what unassailable 
right is in a contract of sale .Here the exis tence of unassailable right 
'doesn't relate to the right to sell the thin g: In the absence of such 
~ht ::,e can ne~~t sale and infact t!¥: "se~r" has the 
right to "sell" the thing. This is because, in any contract of sale, the ~ -
seller is presumed to have the ownership of the thing h e sold. 
Whenever we speak of sale we should bear in mind the 
presumption that the seller is the owner of the thing he sells. The 

. 
I phrase" unassailable right" rather, in the opinion of this author, 

r elates to whether or not the seller has full right over the thing h e ... '- ,~ -
sold at the first time he enters in to the contract of sale . The first 
question here is then whether or not th e thing sorcris charged or 

20 
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epcumbered by other P0?r ri ghts . Thus tWs-p1:\rase does not relate .. 
to the \,alidity of the right-to _selLJ;JUt to--Jh~existel1ic~uL a n 
unencumbered ownershi)2..ligbt over tb,e thing sold . One will not be < . 

entitled to such right unless a vaild ownership right h as been 
transferred to him. 

Under Ethiopian law, the transfer of ownership for the majority of 
'corporeal chattels m ade by virtue of a contract shall be effective at 
the time when the thing i~ delivered . 11 The same is true in » a .. . 

contract of sale i.e transfer of ownership by virtue of a contract of 
sale is effected at the time wh en the seller delivers the thing sold to 
the buyer. This is because the provisions dealing with the sale of 
goods in our civil code apply to the sa.M: of corporeal chattels. 12 ./ 

I Therefore , delivery is a very decisive duty of the seller in a contract 
a [ sale. I-!, e can ~::.v.:...e~r:......::t:.ran==s:.fe:.:r:......::an=--=u:::n:.a:.:.s::.s::.a:.:.l=· l=a.::b.::le::....:r..:.igo;h:.:..=.t -,o",v,-,e:.:r-=:th:.:.::e_t::h.::i:;:n=g 
Ill: sold to the buyer except by means of d elivery. Before delivery 

" -one can not be a man of title under our law. But the exception to 
this is nothing a ffects the sale of specia l kinds of corporeal chattels. 
Tha t means the transfer of ownership of such chattels doesn 't 
necessarily follow from their d elivery . Transfer of ownership m ay be 
effected by the delivery of the documents representing the things .13v> 

dem t or 
Of t j;Je contract and paym en t of damage so . long a §.... 

elive is ~ 14 Thus it- could be said that delivery is 
-:e of the primary obligatibn of the seller and other obligations of 
the seller are secondary obligations . 

, 2 1 
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However, the duty of the seller to transfer own ership of the thing 
sold perfectly goes beyond deliyery ofthe thing sold . The,.. ,huyer may . 

I 

be dispossessed by a third pa r ty wh en a third pa rty comes in to 
picture and claims ownership of the thin yer. If the 
peaceful enjoyment of the buyer is goin g to be disturbe by a third 
party who have a certain type of encumbran ce over the thing sold , 
the 'duty of the seller to tra n sfer ownership of the thing continues 
t~th~huy-er gets a perfect titl over e thing or lill .the third arty 
succeeds in totall uiis.!2-os$esJ>ing_the buyer in which case the seller .-
r'efundJi the_h:uy...er. '\The seller ,is presu~~d to know whether third 
parties have e~cumbrances over the thing' sold and h e is a lso 
expected to kr;ow wh eth er he , h as a perf~ct title or a defective title 
over the thing h e sells. If there are third parties who h ave , 
encumbrance over the thing, the seller can only assign it with the 

~ ' encumbrance . 

In one case,15 the .q, appella nts (buyers ) appealed to the supreme 
@1.u:t - tG-h.a¥@.-t.l:le-judgment of the high court reversed which was 
rendered in fa\W..ur of the respondents . In that case .the appellants 
bought a ca[ from one of the resp ondents (the seller) who was 
joined as a defendant togeth er with th e rest of the three 
respondents. The car which the a ppellants bought 'has already been 
encumbered with the right of the three respondents which existed , 
prior to th e sale agreement between the appellants (buyers) and th e 
responden t seller which was concluded on Megabit (M a rch) 
19 , 1978 E.C. I . 

I 
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One of the respondents in his response to the appeal, contended 
that the seller owed a debt amounting to $15,000 Eth. Birr to him .~ 

K -(J: T'k-t' and that he has already aJtached the car as ~~to ,~ecure the 
payment of the debt the seller owed to him. He also stated that he 
has already obtained a judgment on October 4, 1978 to the effect 
that the car be sold by public auction so that his money be paid to 
him out of the proceedes as the debtor (the seller) has failed to 
discharge his debt. 

Similarly, the second respondent contended that the seller owes a 
debt to him the amount of which equals 14,500 Eth. Birr. He had 
sued the respondent seller for the payment of his money and 
obtained a decree of court which authorized him to sell the same 
car by public auction to get his money back. 

',' Likewise the third respondent sued the same respondent seller for 
a ,debt the seller owes him the amount of which is $ 5,710 Eth. Birr -- .....--- --and obtained a judgment on Megabit (March) 14,1979 E.C to the 
effect that the aforementioned car be sold by public auction so that 
his money be paid to him out of the proceeds. So now, the three 
'respondents are judgment creditors where as the respondent selle r 
is judgment debtor and the problem arose during execution. 

Upon an action taken by the three judgment-creditors to sell the 
said car in excution of their decrees, the present appellants (the 
buyers) came up with an objection saying that they hav~ already 
bought the car and now it is under their possession . That 'filed their 
objection to the High Court and the court decided that the said car 

-, " 

,r.~ 
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be sold by public auction stating that the transfer of ownership of 

the car sold to the appellants was not a valid transfer of ownership 

because the car has already been encumbered by the rights of the 

judgment-creditors before the conclusion of the sale '<!lgreement 

between the appellants and also the respondent seller and the 

contract of sale was not validly concluded . It is against the 

j\,dgment of the High Court that the present appellants (buyers) 

appealed to the supreme court. 

The supreme court on its part decided on the issue whether or not 

the said car sh ould be sold by public auction due to the debt of the 
, 

respondent seller. In other words whether or not the appellants 

should be dispossessed due to the encumbrances over the car sold 

to them. The court, affirming the judgment of the High Court, held -that the appellants should be dispossessed and the car should be 
, . 

sold by public auction to satisfy the claims of the third parties 

Uudgment-creditors) because th e contract of sale was not validly 

concluded and the 3Pcllmbrance over the car existed 3ree the 

a£Pellants bought the car from the respondent seller. Therefore , it 

is difficult to say the appellants bought the car free from 

encumbra nces. 

/ This is a clear case of dispossession by third parties where the 
, 

seller should be held liable on his warranty against dispossession 

The warranty emanates from the law not from the agreement of the 

parties. 
~ 

I . 
I 
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The seller is legally bound to warrant the buyers (appellants) 
, 

against any dispossession as he transferred to them a thing already 

encumbered by the claims of the judgment creditor. Therefore, the 
~ . 

~yer maY_c:.an.k~o.L..d.emand the cancellatian oL~ 

contract,j;Jecause the respondent seller had defective title and he 
I . 

has not procured the car for the buyers free from all the rights 

belonging to third parties. The bu ers may require the seller to 

! efund the I2.rj~e they_ Raid, The reason is that the seller is under 

legal obligation to warrant the buyer against any total or partial 

dispossession. 

In this regard the Ethiopian civi l code prQl1id€ls ; " th€l s€lll€lr .. ha ll .... . -
warrant the buy~r against any total or partial dispossession which 
-=- - . 
he m ight suffer in conseguence of a third party exercising a right 

~e enjoyed at the,# time of the contrac t;:' 16 This warranty as a 

right to the buyer and as an obligation to the seller is a creation of 

the law than an agreement to ,be determinf;d by the whjm of the 
" I 

parties to the contract. That means the seller is legally 'bound to 
~ . . 

warrant the buyer from being dispossessed. The Uniform Sale Act 

of American law also provides that"". the goods shall be free at the 

time of sale from any charge or encumbrance in favour of any third 

party not declared or known to the buyer before or at the time 

when the contract of sale is made"17 

The seller inorder to fulfil his obligation under Art. :tr28 11' of the 

<;::ivil Code must transfer to the buyer an oWJ:lership right oyer the 

tlling..§ol<j t hat ma;.' neither be deyided nor restricted as a result of 

a third party exerclsmg aright he enjoyed at the time of the 

I , , 



contract . 18 On the other hand, for the b1ll'er to avail himself-of his 

he must be in a ctutal 

possesssion of the thing sold. In other words, unless the buyer has 

not possessed the thing..... h e could not be said to h ave been 

disposesed. By a mere promise made by the seller to deliver and 

trasfer the ownership rigbt over tbe thing he sells.,_the buyer cannot 

become a true owner of the thing. Thus , \ a p~£§.9n ,who has 

concluded a sale contract in accordance with Article (2~66-uf the _ c-- -'. 

Civil Cod:: .cannot become an immediate owner of the thing sold 

unless the thiug or a document representing it is actually handed 
'--' 

ol.l€-r- to him. IThis is because mere conclusion of a contract of sale is 
. ' --

not sufficient by .it s('!~to transfer to the buyer the owriership right 

of the thing sold. Therefore , tra n sfer of possession or ownership of -- ' --

the thing is a prerequisite for the buyer to be entitled to the 

warranty right under Article 2~2 . -Di~possession_presupposes 

possesslOn. 

The next main issue will be which right should first be protected? 

The right of the third party exercising his right at the tiljle of the 

contract? or that of the buyer who is now in possession of,the thing 

sold? Article 2282 seems to protect and balance the right of both 

third parties and buyers. On the one hand it provides a legal 

warranty for buyers against any total or partial dispossession by 

t~ird partie ::;~hQ....hay~ right or encumbrance over the thing sold at 

the time of the contract. On the other hand it also protects the right 
. 0 
of third parities at the time of the contract. In such a case, for the 

warranty to b e operative the right of th~ird p arty sho.::ld exist 

l;>efore the thing was s <;JJd and delivered to the buyer. Here ' the time 

, 
, 
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factor is very essential. If the third party was already enJoymg a 

right at the time of the sale contract, this right woulc;l be a better 

protectable right as compared to the right of the buyel'. In such a 

. case, the buyer will be entitled to his warranty right under Article 

2282 of the civil code and consequently the seller shall be held 

liable for bre_ach of warranty .. The seller may be obliged to return - . __ .-- ' 

the purchasre_prciceand make good the damages arising there from. 

In the case considered above l 9 the Supreme Court gave priority 

right to the claims of the judgment creditors (third parties) than the 

right of the appellant buyers . The court held that since l p';e date of 
I 

the conclusion of the sale contract between the appellants and the 

respondent seller is not clearly stipulated in the instrument of the 

contract it is difficult to say that the buyers have bought the car 

before the judgment creditors have h ad right over the car. For this 

reason, the court said, the buyers did not buy the car free from 

.encum brance. 

One can understand from the judgment of the court that it (the 

court) preferably protected the right of the creditors which existed 

prior to the conclusion of the saJe contract. Thus the only remedy 
• 

available for the appellants in this case is to resort to their 

warranty right under Article 2282 of the Civil Code and sue the 
I 

respondent seller for lJreach of warranty. By doing so the 

appellants may require the seller to refund them the purchase price 

and claim any damage they have sustained in consequence of the 

dispossession. 
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Conversely, if the right of the buyer prevails over that of the third 
parties , the law protects the right of the buyer from any total or 
partial dispossession and not that of the third parties who have 
acquired right over the thing after the buyer has bought the thing. 
This can be inferred from the provision of Article 2282 of the Civil 
Code when it says "the seller shall warrant the buyer against any 
total or partial dispossession which he might suffer in consequence 
of third party exercising a right he enjoyed at the time of the 
contract" (Emphasis added). This implies that the rights of third 
parities which did not exist at the time of the contract h ave n o 

I '''r ' ! effect e~:{o'F@--t-h;ia;;i;![ " 
I . 

I 

However, there IS an exception where the legal warranty under 
Aricle 2282 of the civil code doesn't help the buyer apy more. This 
is in situations where the buyer is aware that there is some body 
who may come and dispossess him of the thing sold to him. Article 
2283 (1) states that "where, at th e time of the contract, the buyer 
knows that he risks dispossession, the seller shall not warrant the 
thing" Th e buyer may enter in to a sale agreement knowing that 
some third party has right over the llng he bought at the time of 

, the contract. In such a case the warranty that comes from the law 
doesn 't work. Awareness on the part of the buyer lifts the warranty 
obligation from the seller. 

I • 
I 

Nevertheless, if the seller expressly warranted the buyer against 
any dispossession irrespective of the knowledge of the buyer about 
the encumbrance over the thing sold, still the legal warranty 
applies. 20 That m eans the seller shall be liable on his warranty if 



the buyer is dispossessed. Thus an express warranty given by the 
I • 

seller on top of the knowledge of the buyer about the en cumorance 

makes the legal warranty operative. v 

Th e other exception to the operativen ess of Article 2283 (1) of the 

Civil Code is the case under sub article (2) of the same article. The 

legal warranty still comes to effect even if the buyer was aware, of 
~ . 

the risk of dispossession where th e dispossession is due to th e 

fallin in of the led e made by the seller with respect to th e thing 
\ , 

sold and delivered to the buyer. Here, there is encumbra n ce over 

the thing because th e seller has sold a thing already pledgecLfor the 

performance of certain obliga tion. 

, 
By virtue of a contract of p ledge, th e pledger undertakes tel deliver a 

thing to the pledgee ~s~ security for the per~'ormance of another 

primary obligation 2~he p ledgee, thu s, has a ' right over th e thing 

sold incase th e pledger failed to discharge h is obligation. The law , 

states that "the pledgee shall h ave on his debtor's property th e 

rights of the creditor"22 Therefore, if the seller sold to the buyer a 

thing which he has already pledged to hi>creditor for the payment 

of another debt but be ff1,iJed to perform his obligation towards the 

creditor (pledgee), then there is the possibility of the pledgee. to 

come a nd dispossess the thing which is sold and delivered to the 

gu yer . . This is because the p ledgee is entitled by law to sell the 

-(;.hi.l-1.g-p.].gdg~c:l-as-3-S.ec.uF-i·1:y-Ee-s atiS£,,-==h=i~s...:c:.:.1 aJ.:.:·:.;,m;;;!p Ins u ch s i tua tio ns , 
- . I 

I 

even if the bu yer knows at time of the sale contract that the thing 

sold and delivered to him is encumbered by the right of the pledgee, 

the seller shall be liable on his warranty against dispossession 
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where the buyer is dispossessed by the pledge~ This is because 

pledge is always an act necessarily related to the act of the seller 

wh ereas other dispossessions may not necessarily b e from the act 
', ' 

of th e seller. ;Therefore it could be said that the buyer I S 

dispossessed due to the act of the seller and not by his own fault. 

A question m ay anse as to why pledge is sin gled, out as all. 

exception . In the opinion of this writer, the reason could be the 

belief of the buyer. He enter s in to the sale contract with the belief 

that the thing h e bought will be freed from the pledge en cumbrance 

at the moment the seller disch arges his main obligation towards 

the pledgee. (Because ! h e very purpose of pledge contract is n ot to 

make the pledgee.an owner p ermanently but to guarantee the 

payment of his claim to wards the pledge . 

, . , 
/ Warranty against dispossession may be set a side or restricted by 

the agreement of the contracting parties . To this effect, Article 2284 

(1) of the Civil Code provides that the contracting parties are at 

liberty to exclu de or re strict to certa in q1:'~ties of the thing the 

warI'anty due from the seller against dispossession. The 

background for this article is Ar ticles 1679 and 1711 which provide 

cum u latively that "a contract shall depend on the consent of the 

parties who fre ely determine the object of their undertaking subject 
! 

to such restrictions and prohibition s as are provided by law" , 
Therefore, the pa rties can exclude or res tr ict the warranty against 

"""'-- - ""'--

di.:'possession by their con sent. But such exclusion or restriction 

s hall b e construed strictly. 24 
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However, evenif the contracting parties may exclude or restrict the 
warranty due form the seller by their agreement, the seller will n ot ~ l' [,ew:J ' be relived from the warranty obligation imposed up on him in 
whole. Ije ,~h@, stil.L.LemaiIL.liable....1oJ.e.tur.1Lt~)2ric.~to..!.1;h.e_huy_er, 
in whole or in pa rt , in case of dispossession 25 That is why the law 
needs the provision excluding or restricting warranty to be 
interprated s trictly. Nevertheless , if there is a n express agreement 
between the contracting parties to the effect that the purchase 
price will not be returned in whole or in part, the m~ney will not be 
Tep aid to the buyer. But in the absence of and express agreement 
to this effect, then the money will be returned to the buyer in case 
of dispossession irrespective of the excluding or restricting 
provision. Moreover, the agreement of the parties to exclude or 
restrict the warranty obligation of the seller shall be of no effect 
where the seller has intentionally concealed from the buyer the fact 
that a third party h ad a right on the thing at the time of the 
contract. 26 If, instead of communicating the encumbrance over the 
thing to the buyer the seller fraudulently concealed it, the 
agreem ent to exclude or restrict the warranty shall be void. 

What if the buyer acknowledges the right of the third party over the , 
thing sold before judicial proceedin g and / or arbitral adjudication? 
In this case, the buyer may :;9-t -avai·l-himseILof hi~ warrantyright 
and also the seller is released from his wa rranty obligation under 
the law. 27 The only exception to this is where the buyer can show 
that even if he did # recognize the right of the third party b efore -
judicial proceeding, there is no way for th e seller . to prevent 

I dispossession because of th e S;oru:lusLve prQof on the patrL of the • 

-
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third party that h e h as a right over the thing. 28 But if thetre.is no 

.. conclusive evidence by the third pa r ty as to his right over the thing 

then the buyer may not avail himself of the warranty. 

2.3 Warranty Against Defect • 'lY ) t-';' 
{ 

, 

Obligations of seller ar~not onl}' 'mited to delLver:;ll and tra nsfer of . _____ ___ t!i-

ownership of the thing- SQ. ut...glso h e shall warrant~he ..... hu.y.eL 

<:w;ainst certain d~fect in the......thin&. He shall guarantee to the buyer - ~ 

th at the thing sold is not affecte<Lby defects.29 He is duty bound to 
, 

deliver a defect free thing. This does not mean that the seller is 

responsible for all and. any kind of defects, but only for certa in 
/ 

defects which are Warrantable. The seller s h all warrant that the s:«: .... - -
·thing sold and d elivered to th e buyer is free from warrantable , .. 
defects as per Art. ;2287 of the Civi l Code which is a law-emanating 

warranty~ when the article refer s to ('Se1~defe~", it i's making 

reference to\ warr~fects .and not a ll d.efects . 

'. Warrantable defect relates to the i~ \J jQ!ity ()1,1.tj.Jj,ty . or ~§~Wlity of the 

thing sold . I.t does not refer t a......th e......quantit)' of the thing' IS old. If a 

defect is negligible , so that the bu yer wouldn't care for, it is not 
~ ~ 

considered as a warrantable defect pursuant to Art 2344 (1) & (2) 

of the Civil Code. So, warra ntable defect is a serious defect 
< 

certainly affecting the gua lity or usability. o!.....tE~ !~ing. The contract 

may be cancelled where the thin g is affected by warrantable defect --against which the seller warranted the buyer. 30 The background 

for this is article 2287 of the Civil Code which deals with alegaI 

guarantee (a law emanating wa rranty). 

I 



The · contract, however, may not be cancelled where , the thing is 
affe.cted by a non-warrantable defect. Non-~e[~cL~Lare . . 
defects of such nature that the thing sold can be put in to use 
irrespective of its defects. They are defects of small or mmor -- ( 

importance and the buyer would have bought the goods even if he 
I 

had known of the defects. 31 There are also;J,blTjolls defects which 
the buyer accepts thell1 kn~gly. These are also non-warrantable 
defect. Where the buyer bought the thing knowing the defects at 
the time of the contract, he will have no legal guarantee 'l-gainst the 

I defects. And any warranty made by the seller in a situation where 
the buyer knowf s the defects is void eventhough the warranty is 
made expressly. 32 Awareness of the buyer about the defects entails 
invalidity of the warranty. Hence if the seller is liable only for 
warrantable defects, then what are cases of warrantable defects 
under our Civil Code? 

2.3.1 Warrantable Defects 

Article 2289 of the Civil Code, under its three sub articles 
recognizes fo~r cases of warrantable defects. It states as follows: 

"The warranty shall become effective where the thing: . . I 

a) does not possess the quality required for its I).ormal use or 
commercial exploitation; or 

b) does not posses the quality required for its particular use 
as provided expressly or impliedly in the contract; or 

. c) does not posses the quality or specifications provided 
expressly or impliedly in the contract," 

I . 
I 

\ 
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· As we can see from the provisions of this article the seller has the 
duty to ensure that the thing h e sold p'0ssesses th~ inherent qua lity 
to put it to its ordinary or norma l use, or particular use as agreed 
or implied in the contract. The thing must also posses the 
necessary quality for its commercial exploitation or the 
specification provided expressly or impliedly in the contract. So 
warrantable defect is a seriou s defect certainly affecting the 
quality, utility or usability of the thing sold. Normal use refers to 
the _knowD and clear use of the thing sold. ~r..wal use is known 
and it serves the same purpose for every body every where. It is 
impersonal because it m akes no difference or di scrimination 
between buyers . If the thing cannot be u sed for the usual purpose 
for which it is required, then it is d efective . For example, the u s e of 
a Television is known and Il.Q.!:Il1.ill . The buyer need not tell for what 
purpose he requires the Televis ion since its use is known' and the 
same every where. Thus, if the television does not posses one of its 
quali ties , t~le or vision then it is d efective and, consequently the 
buyer can make the seller lia ble on warranty q.s per Art 2287 of the 
Civil Code. 

The other case of warra ntable defect is where the thing sold and 
delivered to the buyer doesn't possess the qu<;)Juy required for its 
commercial exploitation. Commercial exploitation refers to the ~ 
mercJ;antability of the thing s old.,33 This is provided in the civil code 
particularly with a view to include cases where items are used in 
further commercial and trade activities. Its application is not 
confined to things of direct domestic consumption. It is for the 

, protection of merchants ~ traders who buy the thing not for 

, . , 
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person~CQUSwnption but to resell it and ge.! further profit. 

Although things commercially exploitable may be good for norma l 

use, jus t because these things can be put to normal use doesn't 
exfW [-tdf{Ofl~ 

always imply that they qualify for commercial expatiation. 

Therefroe the merchantability defect should be related to the non

consumability defect of the thing sold. 

The merchantability defect occurs when the consumer doesn't want 

th e thing for normal use. Thus , if the thing you bought to resell it 

for profit doesn't possess the merchantability quality to -resell it , 

then in such a case you m ay make the seller lia ble on warranty for 

the defect. Sub-section(2) - (c) of the Uniform Commercial Code also 

provides tha t "Goods to be merchantable must be at least such 

as ... are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods -ai-e 

used" It is also interesting tQ observe that the International Code 

also states, under its Article 33 (1) (d) that "the seller shall not have 

fulfilled his obligations to deliver the goods where he has handed 

over goods which do not posses the qualities necessary for their 

ordinary or commercial use."35 The merchantability quality simply - .-
means that the goods "must be suitable for the purpose for which 

they are normally used. "36 Therefore, the seller will be liable for 

defects affecting the normal or commercial use of the thing he sold 

and delivered to the buyer. 

There is also warrantable defect according to Article 2289 (b) of the 

Civil Code where the thing sold and delivered to the buyer does not 

possess the quali ty required for its particular use as provided 

expres sly or impliedly ill the contract. The goods sold mus t b e fit 

, 



for the parti~~pose emtisage.cLb:¥ the buyer. What this article 

attempts to a dciIess is the case whe.re the thing sold doesn't 

possess the quality required for its particular use. The buyer must 
( ---

expressly or impliedly tell the seller the particular purpose for 

which h e requires the thing. Otherwise, he can't avail h imself of 

t!Jis.-s.u.b-artic1e,. In this case reference is made to th e contract . If the 

thing cannot be u sed for the pa rticular purposes described in the 

contract, then it is defective becau se the buyer cannot use the 

thing particularly for the pwpose h e intended. But there must be 

aI) agreeme~t, ekpress or implied , in the contract concerning the 

oj the e ect in the thing. The Sale of Goods Act of 1979 under its 

sub-section 14 (1) also provides th at" where the buyer, expressly 

or by implication , makes known to th e seller the particula r 

purposes for whicn the goods are required there is a n implied 

condition that the goods shall b e fit for the> Ijurposes ." 31 Therefore, 

'" the buyer must sp~ifically mal<e kn own to the ,seller the .special 

purpose for which he needs 1'he thin g in order to make-t.h.e-.seller -
lia·ble on warranty 1 It is easy to see that mention of the name of the 

thing or its patent name only would not be adequate for the 

application of this article. It is mandatory tha t the buyer indicates 

the particular purpose for which he intended to use th e thing 1!1 
, 

addition to the calling of the name of the thing sold. 

The remall1ing s ituation where there exists a wa rra ntable defect 

upder our Civil CQ.de...i.s....where the buye!. makes ~Cati"On)bout 
th e thing he " ... a nts but th e thin g sold and delin,rec1 to the buy er 



doesn't possess the qu'ality or specifications provided expressly or 

impliedly in the contract. 38 Nowadays, this article (2289 (()) IS 

becoming more important because it play~ an important role m 

modern sale transactions . For the application of this article , the 

parties must state in the contract about the specifications required 

~om the thing, either eXRfeSsIY~LimplieJiJ.y , with out which the 

s~lIer cannoL.be-..heJd liable on warranty. The buyer can m a ke 

ecific},l,1ions~th~thiug he requires to .JJLl'y _ancL. if th~selleT 

~ ts that specific.ation.s he has tQ..warranL the defect incase he 

fails to deliver the thing in accordance with the specifications given 

by the buyer. If the thing doesn't comply with the specifications 

provided in the contract, then the thingis..cie.fucl ive and the seller 

sl:].all b e....mad€Hiable for breach of warranty. ~ut-the specifications 

provided by the seller ~hould be detail and <;lear. 

- -
. - Warranty against defects may however be excluded or restricted by 

agreement of the parties. The warranty may be J jmited tilli€: 1~j S4.,or 

to the Qualities of th e thing sold . The seller milY warrant the buyer 
? / -

only for a specified period of time with respect to certain qualities 

or the good working condition of the thing sold. 39 In such a case, it 

is sufficient for the buyer. to inform the seller the existence of any 

defect in thing ~efore the expiry of the specified period of time. The 

seller has also the duty to disclose to the buye r , if he himself is 
. -

aware , all m aterial facts a s to the defect in the thing he sold. If he 

fraudulently concealed from the buyer the defect in the thing then 
A 

the agreement between the parties to exclude or restrict the 

warranty shall be of no effect . 40 In this case th e seller will be h eld 

liable on his warran ty. 
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2.2.2 Duties of the Buyer With Respect to Defects 

We have so far considered in detail what warrantable defects are 

and the circumstances in which they occur in a contract of ~. 
We have seen that a seller is legally bound to warrant the buyer 

against defects of firstly, normal or commercial use and secondly, 

the particular use as well as qualities or specifications expressly or 
~ 

impliedly provided for in the contract of sale. Now our next task will 

be to consider the duties imposed upon the buyer by law. 

2.2.2.1 Duty to Examine the Thing 

The buyer is under duty to examme the goods delivered to him 

within as short period of time as possible in the circumstance 

starting from the moment_when he has t!Ie opportunity to do so. In _ ~ 

connection to this Artic1e 2291( 1) of the Civil Code stipulates that" 

as soon as the buyer has th e opportunity he shall without delay 

examin e the thing" As soon as he has the opportunity to examine '? 0. dfiF~j . \~vV\..A- (;; 
the thing delivered to him, the buyer must ' mediately examine .. \.A t~ 

. . " on 1 {:J.e. fj 
tbe thing in order to reveal laten feet m the thmg V'~. 

Examination is carried out in order ~ck whether the thing i~ ~~'''''' 
defective or not and conforms with the contract or not. The best 1: elL 

' . f .., hI' h~'O ' ., £ L h' . +ki VI 01 time 0 examulatlOn IS t en t'le tm1e \'Il~-,=-tue nSK 0 tue t lP~ cl»-
-tl,I' V'\..-'lf 

},> 

tl"e.exred to tbe bllyeL 41 If not, exa,.mination shsmld be 

conducted as soon as there is the opportunity to examine the thing. 

Risk is transferred to the buyer from the day when the thing was 

delivered to him in accordance with the provision of the contract or 

the code 4 2 Therefore, the buyer sbould examine the goods as soon 

~ 

,.j{ iN'-Q. 

1 
J ~ q j ( L. ) 
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as the goods are delivered to him. But this is true only when 

delivery of th e goods is effected according to th e agreement of the 

parties I.e without delay wh en the contract is performed. 

Nonetheless, sometimes, circumstances do not permit the buyer to 

examine the thing at the time when risk is transferred. This is 

wh ere risk does not pass to the buyer as a result of declaration of 

cancellation of the contract or replacem ent of the things h aving 

been required by the bu yer. In such a case, the risk shall not be 

transferred to buyer on the day when the thing has been handed 

over to him. Here, defects are to be con sidered having regarded to 

th e time when the risk would have passed had the thing been 

delivered in conformity and with out defect. 

Moreover, when d efects occur later on transfer of risk and caused 

by the seller or a person for whom he is responsible, the buyer 

should examine the thing without delay as soon as h e has the 
.2.').~()l'l-' 

opportunity to do so . *43 Article 2290 (,3) of the civil code also m akes 
, 

it clear that the seller shall be h eld liable to his warranty where . .. 

defects occur at a date later than the time of the transfer of risk 

and are caused by the seller or a person for whom he is liable. In 

connection to this, Benjamin s aid that: 

, 6P 
I fI\~ . 

C '( "where gpds are delivered to the buyer wh ich he 
h <35 119t previously exa min ed h e is not deem ed to 
h ave accepted them unless and until h e h as had a 
reasonable opportunity of examining them for t h e 
purpose of a ascerta ining whether they are 
defective or n ot,"*44 
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'* On the other hand , there is a defect which could not b'e 

detected by normal or usual examination of the thing. This is called 

latent defect. Latent defect is a hidden defect which cannot be -
discovered byf ;;mal examination of the thin]> In this case , the 

rule under article 2293 (2) is that" fur a latent defect let the seller 

beware, for obvious defects let the buyer be waW. " Even for l~ 
..,.-

defect the buyer should inform the seller about the latent defect as 

soon a s poss ible . 

Examination of the thing should be carried out in a ccordance with 

the usage of the place of examination. Article 2291 (2) of the Civil 

Code provides that "Unless otherwise agreed such examination 

shall be made as provided by the usages of the place of 

examination" Therefore, the mann~r of examination should follow' 

the usage or the practice of the pla ce of examination. But the 

parties may agree no! to examine the thing in accordance with the 

usage of the place of examination . Moreover , the buyer must invite 

the seller or his representative a t the place of examination and 

conduct the examination in their presence if he wants to avail 

himself of the results of the examination of the thing. The 

exception, however, to this rule is where the thing to be examined 

is likely to prish or be destroyed. If the thing is a perishable one, 

then the buyer can examine the thing in the a b sence of the seller or 

his representatives . *4 6 In this case unless the exan1ination IS 

carried out within a short period of time, the thing is going to 

perish. Therefore, the buyer mus t examme the thing even in th e 

a bsence of the sell er or his represen ta tive to di sclose defec ts . In a ll 

oth er ca ses, it j ::. only if t h ere a re offi c ial s or witn esses a t the p lace 
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of the examination that the buyer can avail himself of the results of 
the examination. 

2.2.2.2. Duty to Give Notice 

After having examined the thing the buyer shall without delay 
notity the results of the examination to the seller as to the existence 
of warrantable defect in the thing. 47 The buyer must a lso identify 
and describe the nature of the defect disclosed by examination for 

·~ i ch hf'-is.JDt('!nding to h old the seller liable on warranty . *48 Where 
la tent defect, which could not have been discovered by the normal 
process of examination is discovered latter , the buyer can avail 
himself of the defect only if he gives the seller notice of the defect a s 
soon as he has discovered it. Even if the defect is a latent one the ~ "'" 

-buyer should infor:.m the · seller about the defect as soon as the 
latent defect becomes-qJa:tent 'and surfaces itself up. 

~-

In the a bsence of notification article 2293 (1 ) of the Civil Code 
provides that where the buyer h as not notified the seller of the 
defects, he m ay no longer avail himself of the defects unless the 
seller. addimited their existence . Unless the seller admits the 
defects the buyer cannot m a ke the seller liable on his warranty if 
h e (the buyer) fail s to notify the seller.~e\'" 

· vJ 
~vll'-V"" 

Where the defects are latent defects which could not be discovered ---by the normal process of examination a nd the buyer subsequently 
discovered it , th en he may avai l hims elf of su ch defect by n otifying 
, he seller of the defecl CIS soon as h e discO\·I'TS it. "49 But, the seller 
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may have intentionally hidden the defects in the thing at the time 

of delivery and / or at the time examination . The seller who 

intentionally misled the buyer may not avail himself of the fact that 

the notification of the defects is not made precisely or in due 

time . *50 Usually the misleading or fraudulent act of the seller takes --------=--- -
place at the time of the transfer of risk. Misleading acts are acts 

that mal<e the buyer not properly examine the thing sold. The 

dejects are kown to the seller at the time of the transfer of risk but 

he did not communicate them to the buyer. Intentional 

misrepresentation of facts related to the d efect of the thing and 

concealment of material fact amount to misleading. But"the acts of 

the seller Ipust be int* ional; I n~lige;; 90nduct of the selle r 

doesn 't amount to misleading. Even statements uttered by the 

seller depending on the relation he has with the buyer may affect 

the normal course of examination of the tl:J:~ng. In su ch .<:1. case, 

evenif there is no notification made precisely or in due time, if the -------
culpable conduct of the seller is discovered latter on, then the seller 

can no longer avail himself of the absence of notification and h e 

will be liable on his warranty. 

, In addition, in the event of warranty given during a specified priod 

of time only for certain qualities or the good working condition <;If 

the thing, it suffices if t he buyer inform s the selle r of the d efect in 
-

the thing before the expiry of t he given period of time. 51*According 

to this rule, there is no neces s ity of immediate notification of the 

defect. It is sufficient for the buyer to notify of the defects within 

the agreed period of time . This, however, con tra d icts with the rule 

under Art . 2292( 1) whi ch s ta tes th at "the buyer sll.all without delay 



notify the existence of defects to the selle r. " In the opinion of this 

writer, even if under 2294, the buyer should notify the defects to 

the seller within the period of time limited by the agreement of the 

parties , it does not ean that even if the buyer discovers the 

defects at the earliest ti e he can notify the seller at the end of the 

fixed time. The bes t time , he should notify would still be as soon 

as the defect is discovered. U~ e\C-~ ?, 

In one case, 52 the buyers Ato Zergaw Hailemariam and Ato 

Getachew Manaye sued the seller Ato Tewodros Ashenafi for the 

can cella tion of the sale contract concluded between them on 

February 9,1992 E.C In that case the buyers bought a car (plate 

NO. 3-25957) from th e seller for $100,000 Eth.Birr. And for the 

payment of the purchase price they handed over two cheques No. 

B.C 090109 and B.C090 108 to the _seller the value of each equals 

to $50,000 Eth. Birr. The maturity date of the two cheques are 

written to be May, 30/1992 and Sep tember 30 , 199 3 E. C 

re spectively. 

The buyers are now requiring the cancellation of the contract before 

the m aturity dates of each chequ e is due . The main reason for their 

claim wa s that the car sold to them was full of defects . They said 

that at the time of the contract the car was not functioning 

('I'nf\'{H~ 0/'1" 'InC) . And th ey said tha t at the time of the contract 

the seller h ad promised to examine the car so as to reveal and 

ascertain any d efects on th e car . Bu t , th ey said , the seller did not 

carry out the examina tion for th em . 
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The buyers stated also that they have given notice to the seller on 
May 11, 1992 E.C so that he performs the examination of the car. 
But the seller refused to comply with the notice given to him. Upon 
an examination carried out by the buyers them selves at a later 
time (three months after the delivery of the car) they observed that 
a bout Ten important p arts of the car were affected by serious 
defects and it costs them about $ 50,000 Eth. Birr to put the 
defects right. 

The court r~J1l..sed to grant the cancellation of the contract fo r 
irrelevant reason s stating that the fact that the buyers have given 
the cheques to the seller amounts to paying the purchase price. 
Also, the buyers did not prove to the satisfaction of the court that 
the defects affecting the car may result in the cancellation of the 

_contract. 

Now let us see how warrantable defect, the duty of the buyer to 
examine the thing a nd the duty to give notice a re illustrated in the 
a bove case . 

As we have said earlier warrantable defects are defects which 
certainly affect the quality, usability and utility of the thing sold as 
per Art . 2289 of the Civil Code. If the d efect affects the normal use 
of the thing or its p articular use as agreed or implied in the 
contract or if the commercial exploitation of the thing and the 
specification made a bout the thing is affected by the defect, the 
defect falls under what we have described as warrantable defects. 
In th e case con sidered 8 bove, the defects discovered by the buyers 
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up on the examination of the car are clearly the one which affect 
the ordinary and normal use of the car. The car cannot be used or 
the uS1!al purp~e for ' whiScl1:. . ...J·~-i&--£>Ol.l.g!h2!t~bC2'e~c~a~u~s~e~~~ 
/i;::m=p::o:::rt;:::an~tC;::;p"'ar~:~~~~~~e~c;ar~:.-:-w~e::.r..:e...:a=f=-fe::.:c::.:t:.::e;:.d:--b::L-===-=-
car does not posses the necessary qualities required for its norma l 
u se. Essentially, the car is also useless fo I1 commercial exploitation 
as it ca nnot serve for normal use because commercial exploitation 
is dependent on normal u se . 

On the other hand, it is the duty of buyers to examme the thing 
sold to them a t their earliest opportunity so as to over look any 
warrantable defect" in the thing. Pursuant to Article 2290( 1) of the 
Civil Code , buyers must check the abse of defects in the thing 
at the time when risk is transferred to them. Risk is transferred at 
the time when the thing is delivered . So the best time to check for 
the existence of defects is immediately as the thing is -delivereEl to v 
the hJJ~ It is only if the defects are latent-and cannot be revealed 
at the time of transfer of risk that the buyer is allowed to disclose 
the defect at a later time . In all other situations examination of the 
thing should be carried out as soon as the buyer h as the 
opportunity to examine having regard to the condition of the thing. 

,. In the case briefed a bove the buyers have m ade a gr~at mistake 
--. 

when they left the examination of the car sold to them to the seller 
so that be examines it at a later time instead of examining the car 
by themselves at the time when they have received it. Once they 
h ave received the car the risk is transferred to them and it is Dot 
the duty of the seller to examine the car for the buyers . Because, 
there are sellers who may fraudulently conceal the defects in the 



thing in order to sell it. ll nless tbe buyer examines the thing--.and 
C;;ea1sti; dclect;)Ub e 'time of deliveIY. the risk of the thingjs 

transferred to the buyer together with the defects. After all jit is not 
the duty of the seller to follow up and examine the thing sold once 
it is delivered to tl:J.e hands of the buyeU Consequently, thehseller ~ 
shall not be liable for defects which are not revealed and notified to 
him at the time of delivery unless it is proved to be a lat~nt one in 
which case the buyer may sue the seller for breach of warranty at 
the time when he discoveres the latent defects. Therefore, it was the 
fault of the buyers and not of the seller as they failed to examine 
the car at the time of the contract. 

Moreover, it was the duty of the buyers to notify the seller the kind 
. and nature of the defects in the car by examining it early at the 
time of the transfer of risk. But as they did not examine the car at 
the time of delivery, they could not give notice to the seller. They 
examined and notified the seller about the defects only Three 
months after the contract was performed. Therefore, the buyers 
cannot avail themselves of the defectes in th e car in order to cancel 
the contract because they a):.~toQ:Jate in giving notice to the seller. 
On the other hand, there are defects which are known to the buyer 
at the time of the contract. If the buyer knows at the time of the 
contract that there is defect in the thing, then the seller shall not 
be lia ble on his warranty against defects;53 the buyer himself would 
be responsible . In such a case even an express warranty given by 
the seller knowing that the buyer knew of the defect at the time of 
the contract is void. This m eans awareness on the part of the buyer 
lifts the warranty obligation from the seller . But in order to be 
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relieved from his warranty obligation the seller has to prove that 
the buyer had knowledge of the defects at the time of the contract. 
Also the seller shall not be liable on his warranty for d efects which 
are so obvious that the buyer could have discovered them at the 
time of the contract except for his gross negligence54*. However, if 
the seller h as expressly declared that the thing is free from defect 
knowing th a t it is defective or wh ere he h as expressly warranted 
certain qualities of the thing, he shall be held lia ble on his 
warranty . 

2 .3 Warranty of Non- Conformity 

I- t,~ According to article 2287 of the Civil Code , seller is under alg<iaJ 
duty oto gug.r:@tee_to the buyer that the thing sold conforms to the 
contract. This is a la~-emanating warranty. This article should 
have been included in Art 2273 (2) which provides for warranty 
against d efect. Because it is one of the obligation of the seller to 
warrant the buyer that the thing sold and delivered to the buyer 
exactly conforms to the one agreed on in the contract of the sate. 
Therefore, this warranty s hould be readable in to the provision of 
Art. 2273 (2) of the Civil Code . 

Non-conformity has got nothing to do with the q}la lity of the thin g, 
"Q.ua litjf: js for defect. Non-conformity doesn't affect t~eGtility) 'illd 
usabilitv_ of the thing. The seller is not liable for every kind of non.-----J" 
conformity ; he is liable only for warrantable non-conformi.cy" Then 
what is non-conformity and m particular wha t constitute s 
warra ntable non -conformity? 

1 
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The warrantable non-conformity cases are mentioned under Art. 
2288 of the Civil . Code. According to this article there exists a 
warrantable non-conformity where. 

1 the seller delivers part of!ly of the thing sold 
11 . the seller delivered l~sser guantity of the thing sold 
111 . the seller d elivered gre~r . uantity than agreed 111 the 
contract 

iv . the seller d elivered to the buyer a thing different to tha t .', 
provided in the contract 
v. the seller delivered a thing of a d ifferent s~le to the 

, 
buyer. 

Partial d elivery constitutes warrantable non-conformity wh ere the 
seller delivered part only of the thing sold apd part remains 
undeliver-ed. *This kind of non-conformity a pplies to countable 
things. For example if the seller contracted to deliver Five Tape 
Recorders , but he d elivered only Four of them, th ere exists non
conformity which is warrantable . For the part which is delivered 
th e contract remains in force whereas for the part which is not 
delivered , the contract may be cancelled. 55 Therefore, the selle r will 
be held lia ble on his warranty for the part which is in non
conformity with the contract . 

. ~ The second case of warrantable non-conformity is where the seller 
d e livers a lesser quantity tha n agreed in the contract. Thi s is a bout 
quantity . So, if, in the example given above, the seller deli '.'ered only 
Th ree of the Tape R~~rs ins tead of del ivering Five of Them, then -C:--',,j . 
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it IS said that there is non-conformity in the contract. The seller 
delivered a lesser quantity than agreed in the contract. Therefore, 
the seller shall be held liable on his warranty. 

The third situationis where the seller delivers greater quantity than 
agreed in the contract. Here a big question may arise . Is the buyer 
affected by receiving a greater quantity of the thing he required? 
The answer is absolutely yes! Delivery of greater quantity of the 
thing sold by the seller may s.eJlSe tr.21lble to the buyer. A number 
of problems may be encountered by the buyer: who is going to bear 
the cost of preservation of the excess quantity? Who shall take care 
for the excess things if they are perishable one? Who is going to \ \ \ \ provide storage mean@ for the excess? According to Article 2308 
(1) of the Civil Code, the buyer is at liberty to accept or refuse such 
quantity as exceeds the agreed quantity. In such a case, who shall 
bear the co,st of transporting the excess quantity back to the seller 
in case the buyer refuses to accept them? Such and the like 
difficulties may be faced by the buyer if the seller delivers greater 
quantity of the thing than agreed. The remedy for this is provided 
under Art 2308 of the civil code whereby the buyer is entitled to 
accept or refuse the excess quantity. 

J 
The fe<lsible cases of warrantable non-conformity figure under 
Arti1ce 2 288 (b) of the Civil Code. Firstly , when the seller delivered -
to the buyer a thing different from that provided in the contract. 
The seller delivered a n entirely different thing to th e one agreed 
upon in the contract. Here we d on 't mean part difference; we mea n 
compJeteh' / totally differe n t thing. Wh at is agreed upon m ay be "x" 
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but 'ilihat is delivered is "y". If, for example, in their agreement the 
seller is to deliver a T~eviJ?ion, but instead he delivered a ~ig V@eo 
Camera, this would constitute a clear case of non-conformity. 
Because the seller delivered a completely different thin g from the 
on e which h e is required to deliver. The buyer cannot use at all a 
Video Camera for the purpose for which h e wanted a Television. 
This is a plain example where the thing delivered by the seller is 
entirely different from the one agreed upon. Thus, the seller shall 
be h eld lia ble on the warranty h e h a s given again st non-conformity. 
The rem aining s itua tion where a warranta ble non-conformity 
occurs in our civil code is where the seller delivers to the buyer 
thing of a different specie to the one agreed upon in the contract. 
Here , the thing is not completely different from the one agreed but 

- there is a difference in specie. The thing delivered could be put to 
use -for the same _purpose. , For example, the seller is requg-ed to 
deliver Meta Beer, -but h e delivered Castle Beer. Here, there 1S 

difference in specie but both of the things could be put to u se for 
the same purpose. This also con stitutes a warrantable n on 
conformity. Consequently, the seller shall be h eld lia ble on his 
warranty for the difference in specie becau se the buyer ' is not 
obliged to accept a thing other than that due to him, even though 
the thing offered to him is of the same or of a greater v~ue than th e 
thing due to him. 

In one case,56 between Ato Ibrahim Sharmlo Vs Ato Leggesse 
Waqkenne, on a sale contract dated June 15 , 1990 E .C the 
defendant (buyer ) bought a car (plate No . . 3-38575 A A) from the 
plaintiff (seller) fo r $ 120 ,000 Birr. On th e verv date of (he 

, 
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conclusion of the contract the defendant paid $20,000 Birr and 

took possession of the car at the presence of witness . According to 

the agreement of the parties , $80.000 Birr out of the purchase 

price is to be paid by the defendant at the time when the working 

condition and the usability of the car is ascertained by experts. 

Accordingly the working condition and usability of the car was 

ascertained by experts and the defendant paid $ 80,000 Eth. Birr 

to the plaintiff on July 15, 1990 E.C.,/I 

The remaining $20,000 Birr was to be paid when the p laintiff 

transfers the full ownership of the car to the defendant by 

registering the car in the name of the defendant and transfers all 

title deeds to the defendant. The plaintiff fulfIlled all the 

requirements needed to transfer the ownership of the car to the 

defendant and notified him on -August 15, 1990 to appear before 

the concerned Authority to effect the registration of the car in the 

name of the defendant. But the defendant failed to appear at the 

said place on the fixed date and h ence failed to pay the remaining 

price $ 20,000 Birr. 

The defendant is now sued to pay the remaining purchase price $ 

20,000 Birr. And in his response, the defendant raised as a defense 

the fact that ~part of the car was n ot delivered to him at the 

time of delivery. He alleged that the p laintiff promised at the time of 

the contract to deliver the car's "piston" "( ("uuh.'l <fiJ"''''- ntn 
T.1l'1- ·}) a t a later time. But he said, the plaintiff did not deliver to 

him this part of the car . That is wh y he failed to pay the remaining 

purchase price to th e plaintiff. As a result , the de fen d a n t pra~ ed 



the court to dismiss the case a nd order the plaintiff to deliver that 

missing part of the car to him before requiring the payment of the 

remaining purchase price, 

The cou rt however, held that the claim for the d elivery of the 

m issing part of the car sh ould h ave been instituted in a separate 

suit not as a counter claim in the present case , Thus the court 

rejected the defense of the defendant which was based on non-

conformity , ~ jrV)~ r5)v 10; ','1 ~;t-;,t.-e-~,tr 7 
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Chapter Three 

Available Remedies to thp Buyer up on 

Breach of Warranty 

In the previous chapter we have seen is some what detailed fashion that the seller 

is -legally bound to warrant the buyer agai nst any tota l or parti al dispossession 

and ; that the seller is obliged to guarantee to the buyer that the thing sold conforms 

to the contract and is not affected by defects. We have said that the warranty 

obligation of the seller~nating obl igation rather than the creation of the 

agreement of the parties. But the seller may break this obligation either by 

repudiating or not making any deliver at all or by making a delivery which does 

not conform to the contract. The seller may deliver defective thing or a thing 

which does not possess the necessary quality for its normal· use, particu lar use or 

commercial exploi tation. The buyer may also suffer the ri sk of dispossession by 

third parti es who have right over the thing when the seller transfers defecti~e title 

to the buyer. Under such circumstances the law must create remed ial mechani sms, 

which the buyer may resort to . 

In case of breach of warranty various remedies are ava ilable to the buyer against 

the se ller where the requirements of Artic l~,2.288 and 22.R.2..ofthe Civil Code 
L....o' -. , 

are satisfi ed. Among the remedies available to the buyer are s.~ecifi c erformance 

(Art 23J 2), ~@~n (Arts 23~2 -2346). c.iaim for damaaes (Art. 236,0) and -- - -. 
,price reduction Art. 2343--.22..J.forced perfo rmance of the contract may only. be 

granted by ~it is of essential necessit to the buyer. Also, cancellation, 

as a rule, is a~~ion but it may be exercised by the parties when the 

discretion to that effect is reserved in the contract by the mutual consent of the 

parti es or the law permits. Claim for damages and price reducti on may also be 

contractual terms of the contract or the @ivilege granted by lawe 

'7 . L _ 
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3.1 Forced Performance 

When the seller fails to comply with the warranty arising from the law, one of the 

known and of course top remedy avai lab le to the buyer is to require the court to 

force the se ller in order to fulfill his warranty obligation. Under Article 2332 of 

the Civil Code it is provided that the buyer who has regularly given notice of the 

defects may require the seller to deliver new things or the missing part or quali fX. 

of the thing where the forced performance of the contract may be demanded. In 

the sense of this article, requiring new things or the missing part or quality of the 

th ing is taken to amount to the fOJc.ect~nance of the contract. As we proceed, 

we are going to see that this artic le contained important elements like the duty to 

regularly give notice (about the intent for f~r.mance) and the requirement 
..:::-
that the conditions to require forced performance are satisfied. 

The background for this Article (23j26) is Article 1171 (l} in Book IV of the Civil 

Codc which states that "where a party does not carry out his obligations under the 

contract, the other party may according to the circumstances of the case, require 

the enforcement of the contract......... ". The phrase " enforcement of the 

contract" is what is described under Article 1776 of the Civil Code as specific 

perforrhance or forced performance interchangeably. It is the best remedy that may 

be granted in times of contractual breach where the conditions to grant it are 

satisfied. 

In our law, any contractual breach doesn't gIve nse to the claim for forced 

performance. It is a very exceptional remedy but yet th,e best known remedy. The 

very common remedy for contractual breach is either requiring the cancellation of 

the contract through court proceedings or to unilaterally cancel the contract where 

this is allowed by law or contract. 
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What makes forced performance an exceptional remedy is the manner in which it 

is stipu lated in the Civil Code and the stringent requirements to be fulfilled in 

order to grant it under Articles 1776, 2329 and 2330 of the Civil Code. Article 

1776 of the Civil Code provides that speci fic performance' of a contract shall not 

be ordered unless it is of special interest to the party requiring it and the contract 

can be enforced without affectinjWhLp.e.rs.QuaU.i.b ,t . th debtor. The word 
~ 

"unless" in this article makes forced performance nO!, a rule but an except iona l 

remedy for breach of contract. The article doesn' t provide for forced performance 

as a general rule but provides only the conditions under which it may be granted as 

a remedy. 

Moreover, the party requiring the forced performance of the contract (usually the 

creditor) has to prove to the sati sfaction of courts that he has a special necessity in 

the performance of the contract and that the contract can forcibl y be performed 

without affecting the personal liberty of the debtor. Proof of the existence of 
i 

special interest alone doesn't suQice; the court must be sati sfied that such forced 

performance of the contact will not prejudice the personal liberty of the debtor. Of 

course, in a contract of sa le, we don ' t have the fear that the per~i.berty of the 

debtor will be affected owing to the forced performance of the contract. Because, 

the very subject matter of sale itself relates to an existiog or future corporeal things 

and not to the personal obligation of the parties. Personal liberty may only be 
~ 

affected in contracts relating to services rendered in pei:sOll.... 

In contracts which do not relate to sales, it would be very difficult to prove the 

existence of special interest, as there are no parameters under Art. 1776 of the 

Civil Code to determine what const itutes spec~al interest. So the better approach to 

detect special interest would be a c<a~e-by-case analys is. 
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Arti'~:2 (I) of m>e Civil Cod, pmvid" thot th' boy" op'" bco"b of 

warranty, may require the se ller to deliver new things or the miss ing part or " 

quality of the thing where the forced performance of the contract may be 

demanded. (Emphasis added) . It is on ly where -the force.d_ lledi2rmance of the 

contract J1il.), be demanded that it becomes a remedy i~£ase of defect and non

~~ty. Our Civil Code doesn ' t state that the buyer may require the court to 

order the forced restitution of the thing in case he is d~possesseg, by third parties 

exercising their right at the time of the contract. This may be because the 

dispossess ion wh ich Artic le 2282 of the C ivil Code talks about is accomp li shed 

only t~1rough the ol:£!\;r of courts not by t~e~ of~pers . j\ 

Article 2332 governs also cases of nQ)l-conformity. According to the spirit of this 

article, the buyer may not only demand the forced performance of the contract but also 

the replacement of the missing part or quality of the thing so ld. The phrase "n~:illg 

part" may refer to n~ity of the thing sold provided that the partdelivered is not 

under use., Because, it wou ld be difficult to talk of non-conformity if the thing is already 

under use. "Mis§i.ng party" shows that there is p~~y, which is one typical case 

of non-conformity. Under Article 2288.(ll) of the civil code it is provided that the thing 

shall not be deemed to conform to the contract where the sell er delivered to the buyer part 

only of the thing sold or a greater or lesser quantity than he undertaken in the contract to 

deliver. Therefore, JlQll:conformit}C should be rsadable into Article 2332 of the Civil 

Code . 

. Moreover, the app licability of Arti cle 2332 is limited only to cases where there is -
warranty against defect and non-col)formi~. If there is exclusion or restriction of 

the warranty to c>;a:.taiJ:Lq.u.ali.ties or the. good working condit ion of th e....thing, then 

the buyer cannot avai l himself of the defect and non-conformity and hence ~o 

forced performance. Thus article 2~32 of the civi l code presupposes the existence 

of a warranty arising.ii;omd;he..Jaw... 
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Now when we turn to the ma in e lement of article 2332(1) of the C iv il Code, the 

ma in question to be answered is under what circumstances would the forced 

performance of the contract be demand by the buyer in cases of defect and non

conformity. The answer for thi s is w here the requirements of Articl e 23 29 and 

2330 are satisfied. As a matter of principle accord ing to A rti cle 2329 of the Civil 

Code, the buyer may demand the fo rced performance of the contract w here the 

se ller has not regularly (according to their agreement) delivered the thing to him. 

U nlike A rti c le 1776 of the C ivi l Code, what constitutes paxti cular in terest 111 a 

contract of sale is clearly enumerated under Articl e 233 0 of the civil code. 

Firstly, is there the poss ibi li ty of purchase in replacement of the thing by the b~r? The 

answer fo r this question wou ld show whether or not the buyer has particular interest in 

the fo rced perfo rmance of the contract under Article 2332. That means can't the buyer 

purchase the thi ng sold to him from another se ll er? ~ it the se ll er onl y who deals in the 

kind of the thing sold to the buyer? If the answer to this question is yes, then the buyer 

cannot purchase the thing in replacement from another seller and hence the buyer can be --said to have particular interest in the fo rced perfo rmance of the contract in the meaning of 

Article 2329 of the civil code. But if the buyer can fi nd subst itutes in replacement fo r the 

defective th ing delivered to hi m, the court wi ll not have any ground to grant the specific 

performance of the contract, That means the buyer cannot require the seller to make good 

the defects or to deliver the missing part of the thing. Rather th~yer may reqllir~1he 
:A"" 

c~ncellation of the cOI1.!!:.act and claim any da mages he has sustained. For the purposes of 

Art 2329, Arti cle 2330 interprets the phrase "Particular interest" by stati ng that the 

"buyer may demand the forced performance of the contract where the sale relates to a 

thing in respect of which a purchase in replacement confo rms to commercial practice." 

Seconsl ly, although it may be estab lished that purchase in substitute may be -. 
carried out, if the buyer is going to suffer a lot of iuconvenie.uce to carry out the 

, 
purchase in replacement, then the buyer has parti cul ar interest and may be granted 

the forced perfo rmance remedyi , The inconven ience could be ti mew ' e or 
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moneywise or otherwise. But if the buyer can effect the purchase in replacement 

without inconvenience (smoothly) it cannot be said there is particular interest on 

the part of the buyer s ince he has no problem to purchase the thing. 
-- ----

T~dly aga in, even if it is possible to accomplish purchase in repl acement w ithout 

inconvenience, if the buyer has to pay a lot by way of price to perform the 

purchase in replacement, then it may be considered that the buyer has special 

interest in the forced performance of the contract. If the purchase in replacement 

costs the buyer some a<;!d itional considerable expense in form of price or , 
otherwise, the buyer has particular interest in the thing and the court may grant the 

forced performance of the contract2
• The considerab le expense may be because the 

price of the thing has increased or the thing is found in another loca li ty or for any 

other ground. Under such circumstances the buyer may require the seller to deliver 

new things or the miss ing part or quality of the thing in cases of defect and non

conformity. 

The buyer may a lso requ ire the seller that the defects in the thing be made good 

within a reasonable time3." M aking the defect good may be either making the 

defective part of the thing good or replacing the defective thing as a whole with a 

non- defective one. But before granting this remedy to the buyer, courts must as-,--

certain the fulfillment of the following t\.~o conditions. Fi rstl y, the sa le must relate 

to a thing which the seller has to make or produce on the specificatjops given by 

the buyel Where the· thing is the olle which is produced by the se ller according to 

the specifi cati ons made by the buyer, and if the seller did not comply w ith the 

specifications, then t!l e buyer may demand the forced performance of the contract 

i.e. to make the defect in the thing good. Here, in my opinion, the buyer may not 

be required to show particular interest in making good the defect because of the 

specific I)a ture of the contract , That means, as the thing is the one to be produced 

or made by the se ll er and he has promised to pI'oduce the thing in accordance wi th 
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the specifications given by the b;1:er,l the express 3 ecification made by the buyer 

by itself shows that the buyer has particular interest in the thing. Therefore, the 

question of parti cul ar interest, possibility of purchase ill rep lacement, purchase 

without inconvenience and lor considerable expense may not be raised aga inst the 

buyer, The reason, aga in, is if the buyer had no particul ar interest in the thing, he 

wouldn ' t have ordered the se ller to make or produce the thing according to his 

own speci fications. 

Secondly, even if the thing is produced by the seller, the se ller may not be in a -
situati on where he can make the defect good.. Thus the se ller is required to make 

the defect good only where such defects can be made goodS, But, strictly speaking, 

one cannot say it is imposs ible for the seller to make the defect good as it is in fact 

within the reach of the seller to make good the defect in the thing which has been .-- - . 

produced by him . 

According to Artic le 23.32 (I) of the civil code, only the b,:!),er who has regularly 

given notice of the defects in the thing to the · . seller that may require the forced 
~. , 

performance of the contract inc~ defect and non-conformi . I order to holQ 

the se ll er liable on hi s warranty, the blJY~I'--nwst iGi<mtify the nature of thc defect 
::f 

and notify the seller as to the defect or non- conformity which he has come across 

by examination of the thingpe background for this is Article L29lJ?) of the 

Civil Code, which states that the buyer who has not . notified the seller of the 

defects or non-conformi ty may not avail himself of the defect or non-conformity 
/' 

unless the seller a_dm~ted Jll.t0·_~x i stence/Thi s is a p~cedu ral requirement for the 

buyer in order to require forced p_etlormance, Therefore, the buyer should 

regularly and without delay give notice JO the seller about the defect and non-
- .-- - -----

conformity. 
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What is more, the buyer shou ld also g ive notice to the seller w ithin astill-rt period 

of time after he has ascerta ined the defect and non - conform ity that he is going to 

seek the forced performance of the contract. This is a very special and essential 

notice as the failure to do it results in the loss of one's right to demand the remedy 

of forced performanc~ is ot a default notice for the non- performance of the 

contract but that the buyer intends to requ ire the forced performance of the 

warranty obligation. The se ll er should be aware that he is going to be forced to 

comply with his warranty obligation . Because, even if he is late, he may be able to 

perform his obligation. If so, there would be no need for the buyer go to court in 

order to demand the forced performance of the warranty. 

The time to give notice under Article 2331 is l1.QLdefined but it should be as soon 
~ --

as the buyer has ascel1a ined that the ,;;eller has fai led to perform his contractual 
~.N1 .e...-I\:I' 1\ ..... J..<tCf' . . 

ob ligation. The word "delay" in the opmion of this writer is not limited only to the 

time of performance; but it should denote also failure to perform the contractual 

obligation. Thus as soon as the buyer understands that the se ll er has fa iled to 

perform his warranty obligation, he must notifY the se ller that he (the buyer) is 

going to req uire the fo rced performance of the contract. The short period of time 

to g ive notice is an ext inctive presc~iption after which the buyer may not demand .. 

the forced performance of the contract. And it is calculated stri ctly particularly 

where there exists affixed compulsolY date fo r the performance of the contract, 

Therefore, in such a case, the buyer should strictly follow the compulsory date of 

performance in giving notice to the se ll er. 

3.2 Cancellation / 

ortant remedies to which the 'ieved party r~ when the 

other party fa il s to perfonn his contractua l obli gations is cancellation of the 

----
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contract. To this effect, Article 1784 of the Civil Code provides that "a party may 
move the court to cancs;l the contract where the other party h,\s not or not fu lly and 
asIequate ly performed his obligations with in the agreed period of time" Forced 

~-performance being an exceptional remedy

remedy. 

llation is an early con~mon p lace 

Similarly, Article 2336 of the civil code in sales law repeats the same thing when 
it refers to Articles 1784 - 1789 by stating that the buyer may require the court to 
order the cancellation of the contract or may declare the cancellation of the 

/ 
contract in accordance with the provi sions of Articles 1789 of the civ il code. 

---" 
Pursuant to thi s article, therefore, cancell ation could be unilateral (by the 
aggrieved party) or through the medium of the court. Unilatera l cancellation is the 
exceptional remedy provided for the buyer where right to this effect is reserved in 

I :}.,l;b the contract and when the cond itions to implement this right are fulfiUed6
• In order 

to cancel the contract unilaterally, there must be a provision in the contract 
permitting the parties to unilaterally cancel the contract in case there is c!elay- or 
@ilure to perform one's contractual obligations.-

, It 
_ A~ o.~~y ~l<l~(rule, owever, a contract has to be cancell ed by the order of courts. 

The aggrieved party should move the court in order to declare the cancellation of 
the contract when the contract is not performe_~~Uy and adequately and where 
there is delay in performance. However, in canceling the contract, courts should 
take into account the ~lterests of the-parti es and the requirements of good fa ith as 

'-----
per Art. 1785 of the Civil Code. Also, cancellat ion shou ld not take place unless the 
essence of the contract is. affe te.d by HOFl-perfonnance. It is the non-performance 
of an essenti al term on the contract which affects the essence of the contract and --

~ -

that leads to the cance llation of the contract. It must also be established that the 
party requiring the cancellati on of the contract wouldn ' t have entered into the 
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contract without the term, which the other party has fail ed to perfo rm being ~,,) 
included. ~\1~1 ~.j'oif'l'" ~ t C~ .J.; 0 

\t .. ~\~ '\ 
Moreover, a contract sha ll not be cance lled ~nl ess there is hrearb p f f'lHltlatlliffita l 

\ /5 0 /) 
p£9Yision of the contra~t7 The fundamentality of 1l.te1·m may be proved by the fact 

that had the aggrieved party known of the breach he wouldn ' t have entered in to 

the contract. h llLts breach of a fundamental term of the contract may include 

breach of warranty because this amounts to breach of the law, as under Ethiopian 

law, wananty is a creation of the law than the agreement of the parti es. 

Hence, if fo llows that, if there is a breach-oLwarranty of the thing sold to the 

buyer, he is enti tled to bring an action for the cance ll a~ i on of the contract as a 
\ 

whole seeking the avoi dance of the sale contract and the return of all or part of the 

purchase price or a reduction of the price because of the defects or non~conformity 

in the thing8 The defects or non-conformity in the thing sold may be the one, 
;:::.----

which renders the thing absQlutely useless or it~ usabili ty so inconvenient that the 

buyer wouldn ' t have bought it had he known of the defect and non-conformi ty 

thus constituting breach of warranty. 

® Sometimes, however, even where there is no d fect or non-conformity in the tbing 

sold, the buyer may request the cancellation of the contract where the seller 

declared in s ood faith to the buyer that the thing sold has some quali ty at the time 

of the contr~ct but which is later on found not to exis{ This is, however, provided " ' . 

that this quality was the principal motive to induce the buyer to purchase the thing. 

The Ethiopi an legal system also under Article2344 I) of the Civil Code points out 

that the contract may be cancell ed where the thing is affected by a defect against 

... . whi ch the seller warranted the buyer. The buyer is not entitled to the cancellation 

of the contract for all and any kind of defect appearing in the thing but only for 
'/, 1,,"<1 , 

- those w~ntable defects against whi ch the selledlas warranted -tb.~l=>loIyer\O Thus 
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if at all defect leads to the cancellation of the contract it has to be warrantable 

defect within the meaning of Article 2289 of the Civil Code. The llQ.ontrario 

reasoning would be if the thing is affected by a 120n-warrantable defect within the 

meanm of this article, then the bu er may not require_ the cancellation of th e 

contract. 

~ The following case between Wlro Shewanesh Assefa "Is Ato Muluneh Amare 

illustrate the above ideall In this case the plaintiff, on a sale contract concluded on .-
Augusts 9, 1988 EC Q,Q1!ght a Taxi from the defendant (seller) for $6,000 Eth Birr. ' 

On the very date of the contract the plaintiff paid Birr 5,000 out of the purchase 

price and took possession of the car on the same date. ",. 

The plaintiff in her allegation stated that she has caused the Tax i-cub to be 

examined after delivery and found it to be defective and that it doesn' t serve the 

purpose for which it ~vas bought. She contended that she has notified this fact to 

the defendant and required him to either return to her the money she has paid in 

form of price or put right the defects in the car and deliver it to her. But, she said 

that the defendant refused to make good the defect in the Taxi nor to refund her 

the money she paid. 

The plaintiff now sued the defendant to e ither put right the defects in the Taxi or 

refund her the money she paid for the price. The defendant, however, in his 

response replied that he has not promised under the terms of their contract to make 

good the defects in the car and de liver it to the plaintiff. He said he de li vered the 

car. to the plaintiff as it was. 

The court, after analyzing the following two issues, reached at the conclusion that 

the sa le contract between the two parties shall be cancelled and the defendant 
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shou ld refund the money paid by the plaiut.iJLtQgetheLffith its interest and t~e 

back the Taxi from the plaintiff. - -- ~ 

1. Is the defendant (seller) legally bound to guarantee to the plaintiff (buyer) 

that the Tax i he sold is not affected by defects and serves the purpose fo r 

which it was bought or not? 

2. Should the contract be performed or cancell ed? 

Concerning the first issue, the court analyzed it in light of Art 2287 and 2289( I ) of 

the C ivil Code. The court held that pursuant to Art 2287 of the civil code, the 

seller shall guarantee to the buyer that the thing sold .is--not-a-ffeeted-hrdefects~ 

And per Art. 2289(1) of the code, the warranty shall become effective where the 

thing does not possess the quali ty required for its normal use or commercial 

exploitation. 

In the case at hand, the COUlt said , it is clear that the plaintiff bought the Tax i for 

commercial exploitati on and it is a lso ascertai ned by witness to be so. Witnesses 

have testified a lso that the Taxi was not in a working condition. And the defendant 

on his part did not prove to the satisfaction of the court that the Taxi can serve the 
.-<-

purpose for which- was ¥;- bought. Therefore, the court held that, even if the 

defendant did not promise in the contract to put right the defects in the ca[,..tQ.L~..!s a 

Pfgal dut;'jnd h;;::Ce the defendant is duty bound by law tQ. wan:,ant to tl~e plaintiff 
~ - . 

that the Ta xj is not affected b y defects and serves the commercial ]2l.Irp-Q:Le for 

-, 
The court analyzed the second issue in the light of Art~ ~310 arid ~j of the civil 

code. The court he ld that in accordance with Art 2330 of the Civil Code, the buyer 

may not demand the forced performance of the contract where the sa le relates to a 

thing in respect of which a purchase in repl acement conforms to commercial 
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practice or such purchase can be effected by him without inconvenience or 

considerable expense. In the case under di scussion, the court he ld that the plaintiff 

can buy another Taxi in replacement for the former one. On the other hand, the 

plaintiff did not prove to the sati sfaction of the court that she cannot buy another 

Taxi without inconvenience or considerable expenses. Therefore, the court 

rejected the claim of the plaintiff that the defendant should I~ke~ood the defects 

in the car and deliver it to her. 

On the issue of cancellation the court held that pursuant to Art. 2344 (I ) of the 

civil code, the contract may be cancelled where the thing is affected by a defect 

against which the seller warranted the buyer. In the present case, it is proved that 

the car so ld to the plaintiff is affected by defects and cannot serve the commercial 

purpose for which it was bought. A lso, it is proved that the defendant is duty 

bound by law to guarantee to the plaintiff that the car he sold is not affected by 

defects and can serve the purpose for which it was bought. Therefore, the court 

held that the contract between the two parties sho,uld be canca ll ed for the-ab.Qye 

mentioned reasons, 

The court, ordered the defendant to repay to the plaintiff the price she paid and 

Take back the taxi from her. In the opinion of this writer too, the judgment given 

Non - warrantable defects, as discussed in chapter I'wo, are defects of small 

importance where the defect doesn ' t affect the utili or usability of the thing such 
• It 1<-(...(( '" I 

that the thing could be put to use notwithstanding the defects n Thus the contract 

may not be cancelled where the defect is of small importance and it appears that , 

the buyer would have bought the thing had he known of the defects, If it is 
/ " 

established that the buyer wouldn ' t have refused to buy the thing even knowing 

the defect in the thing then the defect is of small importance and would not result 
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It' 
in the cancellation of the contract. But this does not mean that the right to claim 

damages is not due. 

"t.- In the case between Ato Zergaw Hailemariam and Getachew Manaye V.s . Ato 

Tewodros Ashenafi IJ the plaintiffs required the comt to declare the cancellation 

of the sale contract concluded between them on Feb. ,.9,1992, stating that the car 

sold to them was affected by defect. The plaintiffs did not g amine the car at the 

time it was delivered to them. According to their agreement, the defendant (seller) 

promised to carry out the examination of the cal' by himself a later time other than 

the date of delivery. But the defendant did not examine the car according to the 

terms of their agreement. Up on an examination of the car carried out by the 

plaintiffs themselves hree months after the time of the contract, they discovered 

that about Ten important parts of the car were heavily affected by defects. And the 

" car was then out of use. Therefore, the plaintiffs required the cancell ation of the 

contract pursuant to Article 1784 of the Civil Code and sought the return of the 

purchase price in whole. ( 

The court started its argument by saying that the plaintiffs have the duty to prove 

that the defect in the car «an result in the cancellation of the contract. But before 

the court re~ched its final decision, the.!(plaintiffs w'tlldrew their suit and the case 

was dismissed by the court. 

In the opinion of thi s writer, as per Art2293 ( I) of the ci v il code on ly the buyer 
~ 

whQ, has examined the thin at the time ~ deli ver and who" has given not ice of 

tJw defect ,to the seller without delay ha~he r~ht to avail him,,elf of th e defects in 

0e thing. 1:h~t meanslunless the buyes examines the thing w ithin ~s short peri ?d 

of time and give notice to the seller, he may net requirli: the cancellation of the - - \ 
contract based on the defect in the thilJg \ The examination should be at the time 

,risk is transferred to the buyer and on(;e the ri sk is transferred to the buyer, he may 
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not complain of the defects in the thing. Thus in the case at hand, the p laintiffs 

should not be granted the cancellation of the contract as they did not examine the 

car at the time of de livery and they did not notify the seller as to the defect in due 

time. -

Where the sale relates to sa le of se¥eral countable things and on ly some of them 

are found to be defective, the contract ma)~nce ll ed only with regard to such 
?-""7"t':f<, ) 

defect ive things 14 The rule in such a case is JLartial cancellation of the contract 

with regard to the defective part of the things . However, the contract may also be 

cancelled totally depending on the nature of the things sold where the defective 

thing or article can 10t be senarated 'om those which are free from defects unless 
~l ' I 

it be with considerable inconven ience to the buyer or the se ller"if the cancellation 

re lates to that part of the contract with regard to the principal thing it shall also 

extend to the accessories even if they have bought under a separate sale 

15 2-TJI <+~(l- bl 'f h . h' . b d h II b contracts . 11S IS ecause I t e malll t IIlg IS to e returne to t e se er ecause -
of cancellation, the accessories would bring no use to the buyer. It is because of 

utility that the accessories will be returned. at 
. ft:1/ e- (fl,f'" Y 

/ 

According to Art 1747 ( I ) of the Civil Code, in a sa le relating to (ungibl e things, 

unless there is a contrary agreement in the contract, the seller may choose as to the 

thing he has to deliver. If here is an express agreement as to what to be de livered 

by the ' seller, the se ller has to comp ly with the agreement. But, in the absence of 

such an agreement, the seller may deliver a thing he wanted. Even if choice is 

given to the se ller, however, there is guideline ca lled "average quality" which 
/., 'tl1 ~J 

should not be violated by the seller l 6 The seller may not deliver a thing which is 

below average qua li ty. Average quality is a uestion Qf defect. So it has to be 
- / 

understood in the light of Art.2289 of the civ il code. I f the thing deli vered by the -
se ller conforms to the ayerage quality of the thing, the buyer cannot refuse it 

because of minor de.fects e The th ing may have minor defects of negligible 
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importance but the thing may still possess the average quality required to put it to 

use. The buyer therefore may not refuse the fungible things simply on the ground 

that the quality offered to him does not exactly conform to the contract But the 

buyer may require the partial cancellation of the contract pursuant to Article_23.:f5 

(I) of the civi l code, where part of the th ings delivered to him is below the 
." 

required average quality. 
---

..)(' In one case17 between Wlro Giday Kinfe Vs Ato Kahsay Haile Giorgis, the 

plaintiff (buyer) sued the defendant (seller) for the cancellation of the sale contract 

concluded between them on June 14, 1989E.C. In that case, the plaintiff bought a 

"cooking machine" (f'~(I'l f'h.h UD;J1CY "'Hil) from the defendant for 
~ . , 

$30,000 Eth Birr. On the very date of the conclusion of the sale contract the 

plaintiff paid $25 ,000 Eth Birr out of the purchase price and took possession of the 

said Machine. According to their agreement the remaining purchase price Birr 

$5,000 was to be paid by the time when the defendant (seller) checks the working 

condition of the machine and ascertains that it is free from defects. The plaintiff 

took possession of the machine at the time of the contract withollLex31nination. 

The parties have agreed in the contract that the defendant (seller) ggeS t o the 

plaintiffs home in the Adwa Town from his resi dence in Add is Ababa and carries 

out the examination of the machine when the plaintiff (buyer) calls the defendant 

by Telephone. 

The plaintiff instituted an action to court on August 13,1990 E.C. 3 threeLxears 

after she took possession of the machine requiring the court to cancel the sale 

contract alleging that the machine she bought was defective starting before the 

conclusion of the contract. 

She alleged that the machine doesn ' t work and as a result she couldn't use it for 

the normal purpose for which she bought it. She also sa id that she has n~ed the 
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defendant by letter so that he performs the examination of the machine. The 

defendant, however, responded that he has delivered the machine to the plaintiff 

free from defects having ascertained its working conditions. He also produced 

witnesses who can testifY that the plaintiff took possession of the machine free 

from defects. A lso, he (the defendant) argued that the plaintiff cannot institute an 

action for the cancellation of the contract 3years after she took possession of the 

machine. Since the period or limitation has already lapsed. 

The plaintiff did 110t examine the machine at the time of delivery. Neither did she 
'. 

identifY and notifY the defendant the nature of the defect in the machine at the time 
~ 

of the contract or even after she has instituted an action for the cancellation of the 

contract. She alleged that she notified the defendant to carry out the examination 

of the mach ine but the defendant did not examine the machine according to his 

prom ise. The defendant on hi s side responded that the plaintiff did not ca ll notifY 

him to examine the thing. 

All in all the plaintiff argued that she has sustained a great loss for three(3) years 

after she took possess ion of the machine as it was defective and not in a working 

condition for three i--

The court considered three issues in the case. 

I . Whether or not the machine sold to the plainti ff was defective 

2. Whether or not the contract should be cancelled because of de fect 

3. If the contract is to be cancelled, shou ld the plainti ff entitled to the damage 

she claimed 

On the first issue the court held that it is difficult to say that the buyer (Plaintiff) 

bought defective machine at the time of the contract. The court said , as it was the 

plainti ff who alleged that the machine was defective, the burden of indicating and 
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proving to the satisfaction of the court the kind and nature of the defect in the 

mach ine was on the plaintiff. However, the plaintiff did not identi fy any defect in 

the machine, 

In the opinion of this writer too, one cannot say that there was a warrantable defect 

in the machine within the mean ing of Article 2289 of the civil code. But the court 

should have considered one issue whether the plaintiff performed .bis duty of 

examiuing the machine pursuant to Art. 2290 & 229 1 of the civil code in order to 

ascertain that the machine was free from defects. As it can be seen from the case 

the plaintiff did not examine the machine at the time of the transfer of ri sk. She 

left the examination of the machine to the defendant to be carried out later on, This 

implies that the plaintiff did not fulfill her duty of examining the machine at the 

time of delivery as provided by Art 229 1"'of the civil code. Moreover, the plaintiff 

did not notify the se ller as to the kind and n-,1.tw·e of the defect in the machine 

within as short pe~iod of time as possible. This fa ilure of the plaintiff resul ted from 

her fa ilure to examine the machine at the time of delivery. c . 
• riP ""Z '" c, ·,o'1-- C·I1 ·/-t:; tyI'>,j , 

(l OI)'J r "V" • \"1 x.e,./J..~ I 
(\..<11 c.I'9 tq!\,. IL-" '1: . 

On the other hand, As per Article 2293 ( I ) of the civi l code, the plaintiff may only 

avail herself of the defect in the machine if and only if she had exami ned the 

machine and notified the defendant as to the kind and nature of the defect in the 

machine. The exception to this is only if the defendant has admitted the ex istence 

of defect in the machine. But in the case at hand the defendant did not admit the 

defect in the machine. Instead he stated that the plaintiff took possession of the 

machine free from any defects and produced witnesses whom he believes would 

testify to this effect. 

From the above ana lys is of ~he case, therefore, one cannot say, as it is a lso held by 

the court~thatJhere was a warrantabl e defect in the mach ine sold to the plaintiff. 
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As regards the second issue whether or not the contract is susceptible to 

cancellation because of defect or not, the court held that the contract should 

remain in force as it is not proved that the machine was affected by v~:ilrrantable 

defect in light of Art 2289 of the Civil Code. The claim of the plaintiff on the 

cancellation of the contract was based on the statement that the machine was 

defective at the time of delivery. But she did not show that there was defect in the 

machine, which may affect the normal use of the machine. Therefore, pursuant to 

Article ~29Ji..(J) of the Civil Code, the defendant (seller) should not be held liable 

on his warranty for defects, which are not identified and communicated to him - ------ . 
un less the defects are latent defects, which could not have been discovered by a 

preliminary examination of the thing. In the case at hand, it cannot be said that the 

defect in the machine was a latent one because the plaintiff did not even carry out ......, 
~ 

an ordinary examination of the machine in order to overlook obvious defects in it. 

Under Art 2344 of the Civi l Code, the contract is cancelled only where the thing is 

affected hy warrantahle defects coming under Art. 2289 for which the seller 

warranted the buyer. The contract may not be cancelled for minor defects the 

nature and kind of which are not known. In order to require the cancellation of the 

contract under Art 2344 of the Civi l Code, the defects should be proved to be the 

one coming under Art 2289 of the Civi l Code and should be known and notified to 

the seller. Breach of warranty by the seller is said to exist only if the seller is 

notified of the defects in the thing and failed to put right the defects. Thus, in the 

case under analysis, the cancellation of the contract doesn't seem appropriate. 
! ./ 

Also, Article 2343 (1) of the Civil Code allows the buyer to cancel or require the 

cancellation of the contract incases of non-conformity where part only of the thing 

sold is delivered to the buyer or part of the th ing doesn't conform to the contract, 

This is one situation of warrantable non-conformity . Because, Article 22§§ (2) of 

the Civil Code states that the thing sold shall not be deemed to conform to the 
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contract where the seller delivered to the buyer part only of the thing sold or a 

greater or lesser quantity than a ' geed in the contract. 

The other case of warrantab le non-conformi ty in which the buyer is entitled to 

cancel or require the cancellation of the contract is where the thing sold is who lly 

delivered to the buyer but part on ly conforms to the contract and part not. In both 

cases, the rul e is partial cancellation of the contract because the law says that in 

such cases the buyer may n~ cancel the contract for the whole. What is allowed is 

partial cancellation of the contract for the part not delivered and for the part not in 

con formity with the contract. 

The buyer may cancel or req uire the cance ll ation of the contract for part of the 

thing or quantity of the thing not delivered. Part which is delivered is said to be in 

confo rmi ty with the contract. In cases where part of the thing sold only conforms 

to the contract too, the law is interested in the partial cancellation of the contract 

only for part which does not conform to the contract. 

Total cancellation incases of non.:f.OJJfof.l.1lity is permitted on ly by way of 
< - --

exception. It comes into operation only under two circumstances: Firstly, when it 
""---= 

is v~l esse~ to the buyer to cancel the contract tota lly; and secondly where the 

d~e fi~~d in the contract fo r d~very of the total ~ty of the t~~r, ,~old constituted a 

compulsory date f% the delivery of the whole thing ' 18 }1ssentiality in the total 
~ 

cancellati on of the contract exists where it is proved that the buyer wouldn ' t have 

entered into the contract had he Imown how the seller would execute th e contract. 

Thus, partial delivery leads to the tota l cancellation of the contract where it is 

shown that the buyer wouldn 't have entered in to the contract had he known that 

the seller is going to deliver part only of the thing sold. Likewise, partia l non

conformity to the contract resu lts in the total cancellation of the contract where the 
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buyer proves that he wouldn ' t have contracted with the seller had he known that 
there woul d be non-conformity of the thing sold with the contract. 

The other situation where total cancellation of the contract is allowed incase of 
partial delivery is where the date fixed for delivery of the th ing sold constitutes a -. 
compulsory date for the delivery of the whole thing but the se ller delivered only -""""\ "..>..1 , .t.. \ -

part of the thing on that date l9"Even if the se ller delivered the undelivered part 
subsequently, the contract can be cancelled tota lly including the delivered part 
where the date agreed upon fo r de livery is a compulsory date for delivery of the 
whole. So, what matters is whether the com ulsory date fixed is for de livery of the 
whole or for part only of the thing sold. If the date of delivery does not constitute a -.- =-- -
compu lsory date for the whole, then no total cancellation but the contract may be 
partly cancelled for the undelivered part, . 

As regards to dispossession we have sa id that pursuant to Article 228 1 and 2282 of 
the Civi l Code the se ller shall transfer to the buyer an unassa ilable rights over the 
thing sold and warrant the buyer aga inst any total or partial dispossess ion which 
he might suffer in consequence of third parties exercising their right at the time of 

Ii ~----; the contract. This is a law emanating warranty not contractua l warranty. fl~ 
= "'Pr Therefore, the seller is duty bound by law to warrant the buyer aga inst 

di spossession by third parties who have right over the thing sold. 

By virtue of Article ~342 (1) of the Civi l Code, if the buyer is totally dispossessed 
from the thing he bought which the se ller has warranted him agai nst dispossession, 
he may cancel the contract as of right! This Artic le talks about ,:!arran.l1!? le 
dispossession, and peJ supposes di spossession made through th~order oLcnurt as a 
resu lt of a third party exercisi ng his right over the thing. lIn such situation the 
buyer may cancel the contract uDilab 'all without givingJl8!Lc~o the seller. 
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The o.!ll~dy the buyer may resort to in case of dispossess ion is to cilncel the 

contract and claim the comp~n for any damage he has sustained. The buyer 

may not reclaim the thing from third parties who dispossessed him i.e. he cannot 
~ 

require the forced-JJerformance of the contract. This is because the dispossession 
- ---:=::= ~ 

which Article 2342 { I) talks about is the one which is made through_judicial 

proceedin s not the one made throughJJnla,"'-ful-meanses like usurpers.-rherefore, 

logically, the court which ordered the dispossession of the thing from the buyer 

will not order the restitution of the thing itself to the same buyer in another 

proceeding. i d'7 , <:>..-111 ~,>,-rl,.,6\ (;"v 

In case the buyer is partially ousted from the thing the contact mayor may not be 
--- 1J ,,'l-(1-) 

cancelled depending on the Will of the buyer20 t he contract may not be cancelled 

where the part dispossessed from the buyer is of small importance and it appears 

that the buyer would have bought the thing had he known that he would be 

dispossessed of such part. The buyer may be able to put the thing to use 

irrespective of the dispossessed part. 

Pursuant to Articl e ~234l i P of the Civi l Code, the buyer may also cancel the 

contract where as a result of a __ defrct affecting ~is_ title_ the seller has not 

transferred the whole owne~ip of the thing to the buyer ~ This Article refers to the 

situation where the oWll~rship of the thing iS J1Qt tram;ferred to the buyeL because 

of thircl pm1ies who have encumbrance over it, Here po~~iQI1. iSJ10t transferred 

to the buyer and hence disPQssJ:s~on is 219t yet materialized. Even in such 

situation, in light of this Article, the buyer may require the cancellation of the 

contract for fear of futur.t!-disp.os~sion. Because, he/she will not be able to 

exercise unassailabl e right of ownership over the thing due to third parties who 

have right over the thing. 
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The contract may, however, not be cancelled where the buyer on buying the thing 
21 ~ ;C(Vl'1 

knew of the encumbrance over the thing , [hat means awareness on the part of - -
the buyer lifts the liability from the seller. In such a case the buye~ s going to bear 

the ri sk of dispossession himself. Also, the contract may not be cancelled where 

the right of third parties with which the thing sold is encumbered is of small 

importance and it appears that the buyer would have bought the thing even 

knowing the encumbrance over it. If the right of third parties affects only aminor 

right of the buyer, then he is not entitled to cancel the contract. 

i£) Let " ' con,id" !he '""" b"w"n Wo;"ro Weg,y,b" T"f,y, V, W/ro 

Haregwoin G/Meskel against the above-discussed backgrollnd about cancellation, 

In that case the appellant bought a car (plate NQ 2-10999) from the respondent for 

$ 15,000 Eth Birr by a sale contract concluded on April 5, 1983 E.e, On the very 

date of the conclusion of the contract the appellant paid $ 7,000 Birr out of the 

purchase price and took possession of the said Volkswagen car on the said date of 

the contract. According to the agreement of the parties the appellant was to pay the 

remaining $8,000 purchase price by the time when the ownership of the car is 

registered i~ the name of the a£Pellant (buyer) b)( the concerned authority, ...-

Accordingly, the car was registered in the name of the appell,ant and she paid Birr 

$ 1,400 out of the remaining $8,000 purchase price and failed to pay the remaining 

~ 
The present appellant was sued in the lower court by the present respondent 

(seller) to pay the remaining purchase price and the court rendered its judgment 

infavour of the present respondent ordering the present appellant to pay the 

remaining 6,600 purchase price together w ith any damages and interests on the 

money, 
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Now the present appellant appealed to the Supreme Court to have the decision of 

the High court reversed and she required the Supreme Court to order the 

cancellation of the said contract on the ground that the cal' she bought was 

defective at the time of the contract. She also said that the respondent (seller) sold 

to her a defective cal' at the time of the contract without disclosing the defect in the 

ca r. Furthermore, she contended that she has made the ca l' to be eXfll]llned ~s jQon 

as she took possession of the car and discovered that it was affected by lots of 

defects. Among the defect in the cal', the appe llant said that its engine was 

damaged " '1"'1'';'' {,'I't,·,,,C; {,"' uo ;:I'" She notified as to the defects in the car to --
the respondent (se ller) and the seller promised to reduce $2,000 Birr from the 

purchase price. Thus, the appellant prayed the court to declare the cancellati on of 

the contract and repayment of the money she paid fo r the price together with any 

damages she has sustained in repairing the car. 

The appellate court ref!JSed to order the cancell ation of the contractfgr arbitrMY 

reasons at least to the understanding of this author. The court made reference only 

to the terms of the contract in rendering its judgment. It did not make reference to 

the law in determining the legal obligations of the parties. The court held that the 

respondent did not bind hilnself by the terms of the contract to be responsible for 

the defects in the car. Because, the contract doesn' t say that the respondent is 

responsible for defects affecting the car. The respondent (se ller) is obliged only to 

transfer ownership litle to the appellant free from encL.!!11brances. The court 
.~ -

continued to argue that the obligation of the respondent (se ller) in the contract was 

not to put right defects in the thing tilB transfer its ownership to the appellant. 

Therefore, the court said, the request of the appellant for the cancellation of the 

sale contract due to the defects in the car is not in accordance with the terms of the 

contract. It held that there is no statement in the contract to the effect that the 

contract sha ll be cancelled incase the car is found to be defective. For the above 



"reasons" the court, decided that the claim of the appellant is wrong and not in 

accordance with the contract. 

The mall1 Issue to be questioned in the judgment of the court is whether the 

responsibility of the seller for defe~ts affecting the thing he sold is an obligation to 

be included in the terms of the contract or a duty independently imposed by law. 

According to Artic le 2287 of the Civil Code, this is not contractual obligation 

rather it is the duty imposed by law jlecause of the very existence of the contract. 

Seller guarantees to the buyer that the thing he sells is not affected by defects . 

Unless the parties have excluded or restricted this warranty by their agreement, the 

warranty is always there by virtue of the law irrespective of the intention of the 

parties. Therefore, in the opinion of this writer, the refusal of the appellate court to 

grant the cancellation of the contract for the reason that the terms of the contract 

doesn' t all ow is not in accordance with the law. Because, pursuant to Article 2344 . 

of the civil code, the buyer may require the cancellation of the contract where the 

thing sold to him/her is affected by warrantable defect against which the seller 

warranted the buyer, 

Moreover, the court in its argument stated that the appe llant did not notify the 

seller of the defect in the car. But the appellant contended that she has examined 

the car as soon as she has possessed the car and notified the respondent as to the 

defect in the car. Anp no evidence is produced by the opponent party to disprove 

this fact. The court simply rejected this fact and rendered its judgment inavor of 

th~ r~o den ~ ' thout considering the fact that the car was defective, 
( ~· I (';(+(.':'.:! . rvf 

. ______ »~:1)1 ~ 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

In every contract oL sale, the primary purpose is to transfer title"-to personal 

property for a price. The seller in a contract of sale undertakes to deliver a thing 

a nd transfer its ownership to the buyer in consideration of a price expressed in 

monetary terms. If the seller does not h ave the title, then there is no sale 

contract because a ll that is transferred through a contract of sale is possession. 

That means the seller transfers to a noth er only a title belonging to himself. 

However, there are exceptional situa tions where a thing belonging to another 

person may be sold . ../ 

At the time of the contract of sale , the parties to the contract tend to make a ll 

kinds of statements, which constitute terms of the contract. One of the most 

important terms that may be incorporated into a contract of sale is the term 

"warranty". While the contract to sell is the primary concern of the parties , 

warranties, however , are collateral undertakings that a re given collateral to the 

contract of sale. They are dependent upon a contract of sale and their very 

existence n ecessarily presupposes th~ existence of a valid sale contract. They 

cannot -exist without a contract of ~aJe as a n independen~bligation 

since their very object is to guarantee to the buyer that certain matters relating 

to the thin g sold a re truely as they are uttered by the seller. 

In some legal systems, warranties are simply con sidered as contractual terms of 

the sellers express or implied promises which doesn' t have the force of law. The '. 

seller upon his own free will promises to be answerable for certain indicated 

matters related to the goods sold. However, in our legal system warranties in a 

contract of sa le have a force of law, They are obl igations which a re 

independently imposed upon the seller by law than a n agreement to be 
VI« I ' 

determined by the \iilJim 9 f the parties. In each case, however, the seller 

warrants the buyer that th e title he conveyed shall be good and its trans fer 

rightful; a n d that the goods shall be delivered free from any security interests or 

encumbran ces of which the buyer h as no knowledge at the time of th e contract. 
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.Warran·ties are Classified as express or implied. Express warra n ties are created 

when the seller makes any affirmation of fact to the buyer with respect to .the 

thing t6 be sold tha t it shall conform to the contract and is not affected by 

defects. Any description concerning the thing sold made by the seller which 

constitutes pa rt of the principal obligation of th e contract will a lso create a n 

express warranty that the thing shall conform to the description. Implied 

warranties, on the other hand, a re created by operation of the law and they do 

n ot a rise from any agreement of the parties. They a re not one of the contractual 

elements of an agreement of sale i.e. they are created independently of the 

actual contract. But once they a re implied in to a contract, of sale, the law 

conceives of such warranty as being a term of th e contract. 

In Ethiopian legal system the seller is under an obligation to make the buyer 

owner of the thing sold to him, The seller must take a ll the n ecessary steps to 

transfer to the buyer unassailable right of ownership over the thing he bought. 

One of such steps to be taken by the seller to transfer a perfect ownership title 

to .the buyer is to warrant the buyer against any total or partial dispossession 

which he might suffer as a result of third parties who Claim the right they have 
- -

over the thing sold at the time of tfie contract. The seller is le~a1Iy - bound to 

warrant the buyer from being dispossessed./ This obligation of the seller IS 

imposed upon him by law and is a lways there by virtue of a contract of sale . ---

The seller shall a lso guarantee to the buyer that the thing sold and delivered to 

the buyer is not a ffected by defects. The thing which the buyer bought should, 

in a ll respects, possess the necessary qualities required for which the buyer 

wants to put it to u se. The thing must possess the inherent quality required for 

its ordi nary or normal use or particular use as agreed or implied in the 

contract. It must a lso possess th e required qualities for its commercia l 

exploitation or the specifications provided expressly or impliedly in the contract. 

The seller has the duty to ensure that the thi ng he sold possesses all these 

qua lities. If the thi ng sold to the buyer doesn't possess such qualities required 

for its normal, particula r or commercial exploitation, then the thing is said to 
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be defective and the seller shall be held liable for- breach of warranty. So -the 

seller must deliver a defeCt free thing. 

Furthermore, the seller is under a legal duty to guarantee to the buyer that the 

thing he sold and delivered to the buyer exactly conforms to the one agreed on 

in the contract of sale. The thing shall not be deemed to conform to the contract 

where the seller delivered to the buyer part only of the thing sold or a greater or 

lesser quantity than he had undertaken in the contract to deliver; or where he 

delivered a th ing different to that provided in the contract or a thing of a 

different specie. Consequently, the seller shall be held liable on warranty Jor the 

non-conformity of the thing to the contract . 

But the seller may break his legal obligations of warranting the buyer agains t 

dispossession, defect and non -conformity. The buyer may suffer the risk of 

dispossession by third parties who come and claim their right over the thing 

sold. Or else, the seller may deliver a defective thing or a thing which does not 

conform to the contract. That means he may deliver a thing which does not 

possess the necessary qualities- required for its normal use or commercial 

exploit~tio_n or particu~ar u se a s provided expressly Q.f- imPliedly in tJ:1e contract . 

In such circumstances, the buyer has remedial mechanisms to which it may 

resort to. Among the remedies available to th e buyer upon breach of warra nty 

are: specific performance (Article 2329 and following), cancellation of the 

contract (Arts . 2342-2346), claim for damages (Art. 2360) and price reduction . 

SpecifiC performance of the contract upon breach of warranty is granted only by 

courts when it is of particular interest to the buyer. By specific performance the 

buyer demands the seller to deliver new things or th e missin g part of the thing 

where th e thing is affected by defects and non -conformity. The prerequisite fo r 

this is however the impossibility of purchase in replacement. Wh ere it is 

practically possible for the buyer to effects purchase in replacement for the 

defective thing without inconvenience or considerable expenses, h e may not 

dema nd the forced pe rformance of the contrac t . That mean s the buyer may not 

require the selle r to replace the defective thing wi th a new one or to del iver th e 

missing part of the thing incase of non-conformi ty . Conversely, howeve r, if it is 
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impossible for the buyer tocarryout purchase in replacement or if it cannot be . - - -

done unless it is with much inconvenience or expen ses, then the buyer has the 

right to demand the specific performance of the contract. He may require the 

seller to put right the defects in the thing or replace the thing as a whole with a 

non-defective one. 

Cancellation, as a rule, is also a judicia l declaration but it m ay a lso be 

exercised unilaterally by the parties when the discretion to this effect is 

reserved in the contract or when the law permits to do so. Cancellation of the 

contract is demanded by one party to a contract of sale where the other party 

has n\t or not fully and adequately performed his obligation within the agreed 

period of time. Thus, in a contract of sale, the buyer may demand the. court to 

cancel the contract or may himself cancel the contract where he is dispossessed 

from the thing he bought by third parties who have encumbrance over the thing 

or where the thing is affected by defects or doesn't conform to the contract. 

The buyer may a lso claim damages separately or in addition to the other two 

remedies in case of breach warranty by the seller. The buyer -may suffer losses 

a nd damages where he is disposs~ssed of the thi12g sold to him or where the _

thing is affected by defects or non-conformity. In such ~ case the buyer my 

require the seller to compensate him for the damages. Or he may also claim 

price reduction in proportion to the extent of damage he has suffered by the 

defec t a ffecting the thing. 

Fina lly, the writer recommends that a seminar should be conducted in order to 

solve the problems which are come across in this paper. For example, should 

the non -conformity or defect in the thing be raised bY .. the buyer agains t the 

seller of goods for non -performance of his contractual obligation or not? Should 

dispossess ion of the buyer by third parties be ra ised against the seller as a 

defence for his contractual non-performance or not? In the opinion of this 

writer, the buyer should be authorized to raise these matters as . a defence 

against the seller when he (the buyer) is in breach of his contractual obligations 

towa rds the seller. 
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